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Bachelor of Sciences - Occupational Safety and Health
www.JBZTOOLZ.com / Jacques F. Boulet prop. presents:
INTRODUCTION
SSI — It is not science if it is not measured !
SSI provides an innovative method to diagnose and
identify deficiencies in occupational safety systems.

SSI—Social Safety Indexing / “The Mechanics of Safety”©

BEHAVIOR +
KNOWLEDGE=

CULTURE

These may be acted on to improve safety

Analytical metrics define leading indicators. SSI save lives and $$$$
Acting on known deficiency increases ROI / Return on investment. ^$$$$^

BACKGROUND: Diagnostics are key in science. Safety mechanics are geared toward assisting
small business by measuring existing systems and provide fiscal safety targets for benchmarked, goal

performance. Mechanical social safety metrics are

oriented, education and communication-based safety program management.

capable of establishing baseline knowledge of safety

JBZTOOLZ

staged

XL Safety Systems © defines a 7-stage-developmental safety-system that also saves time and money.

climate and culture comparatively. SSI can also
provide progressive analysis as systems grow.

METHODS: A 6—minute Qualtrics XM survey examined a two variable system. It compared non-

The fast survey method can identify and compare

personal identifiers against 20 existential questions, and 20 essential safety questions. Existential

many population classes quickly. It compares class
divisions such as managers, trades, or labor groups.
It defines social safety climate (Existential safety), and
corporate legal safety culture (Essential safety).
Class variance indicates possible trends (behavior).

questions modelled normal social behavioral expectations. Essential (legal) questions modelled basic

WHAT IS WRONG WITH
THIS PICTURE?
Butte, Montana
summer 2019

OSHA 10 training knowledge. Collected data was analyzed within an MS Excel workbook. Class systems
including: age, experience, place of origin, employment class, Student, Administration, Employee status,

and a faculty-based student analysis extracted information from the population to model possible labor
classifications. Sample space ‘348 ‘= +384 respondents - 36 scrubbed (<3000 total pop. >10% resp)

Q-score lows define leading indicators (knowledge).

https://www.qualtrics.com/

https://products.office.com/en-us/excel

RESULTS:

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

1 - An SSI index comparison provides visualization of overall trend and performance.

University of Montana system totals / OSHA 300A Statistics last 3 years
Total USA
Costs!!!
2017

2 - Inter-class trends comparisons visualizes variation that help explain active present state system features.
3 - A Q-score chart (left) indicates essential score averaging of legal safety requirements. Percentage failure
indicates where specific system targeting may improve the overall trend SSI scoring (right).

https://injuryfacts.nsc.org/work/costs/work-injury-costs/

The Montana economic state experiences some of the highest safety attrition rates in the USA.

Low score = deficiency = indicator

Predictable trend / Existential dependent
SSI and EX scores in parallel increase

Direct costs losses are matched by indirect cost($) at multiplied financial factors of 4 to 8 times
depending on the source data and industry implied. Note the total injury rates in the data
above, now compare the national reported TI/100 rate for 2017 at the BLS, Bureau of Labor
Statistics was 2.8/100. MT was 4.4/100. * The university system was 6.85/100.
Now add potential losses. The state economy suffers substantially due to excess loss.
(Appreciation and thanks to
Chris Catlett, CRM, Director, Safety & Risk Management, Montana State University for providing the OSHA 300A data for this project)
* https://www.bls.gov/iif/oshstate.htm , comparative per state, cited 03/04/20, JFB

CONCLUSION:
SSI system analysis requires further assessment and field testing to justify the potential. The design and
results of initial testing show promising features that indicate a functional, relevant model . SSI is capable
of defining leading indicators that may assist management to target response raising safety trends and
performance. This process will reduce costs applied to safety systems development.
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Preamble:
As a tradesman with various other professional certifications; having the experience of subjective
mentored training and the objective wisdom that entailed, I learned to measure at least twice and
cut once. Having a written plan with a diagram of the project often provided a universal
perspective that could be shared. Often also, it became incumbent upon me to seek the point of
view of other tradesmen to seek alternative points of view, so an independent objective
representation, such as a descriptive detailed plan provided that universal language.
History provides that mentored point of view. If we read between the lines the guidance is often
in sources unrelated directly to what we seek to define. Authors Pierce C. Mullen and Michael L.
Nelson, in the Spring of 1987, recounted very presently pertinent facts surrounding the 19181919 influenza outbreak that devastated the state of Montana.i From this factual historic
representation we can glean the following wisdom: “But getting people to pay attention before it
was too late was quite different from offering good advice.” What is also certain from the
recanting of the repetitive past, is that preparedness = protection. In recounting the terrible times
past, we may presently anticipate amid the present Covid-19 pandemic that it was also certain
that human unity prevailed over uncertainty. Organizational division and lack of unity of thought
caused higher death tolls and losses. Objective consideration of fact defeated lesser odds.

BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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Introduction:
The purpose of this project is to find objective means to measure facts amidst subjective
presumptions and variable insight. The proposal to this report made certain subjective
assumptions based on presented facts: first that a safety disjuncture must exist (page 8 proposal)
because the actual state of matters, in fact, demonstrates a deviation from the safety norm for
the state of Montana indicating higher than normal incidence rates. That assumption holds in
fact. Notably again, inter-state factual reports are preferential compared to more grave national
standards. The Montana Department of Labor and Industry records indicate a report 1/10 lower
than national BLS standings.ii Second, that variability (human difference, or absence of unity)
challenges normalized data for age, occupation, gender, locality, and other sociological factors
must also be considered in measurements.iii Third, inter-county statistics vary tremendously for
injury related deaths as reported for 2011-2015 by County Health Rankings and Roadmaps, from
the University of Wisconsin Population Health Institute. iv Injury death facts may not be directly
related to occupational facts, however safety and injury death can be correlated inferentially. Still,
the fact that not all counties report similar facts also indicates reason for variability. So, we must
undertake to find scientific impartial descriptive means, an index to query and report detailed
objective facts to define the subjective human variances.
We consider the science. Merriam Webster defines sociology as follows:
“1: the science of society, social institutions, and social relationships
specifically: the systematic study of the development, structure, interaction, and
collective behavior of organized groups of human beings
2: the scientific analysis of a social institution as a functioning whole and as it
relates to the rest of society”v

It is not hard to presume from this how this science applies to safety. We might presume the very
science itself is derived from the imperative social safety defines. Merriam Webster also defines
safety:
“1: the condition of being safe from undergoing or causing hurt, injury, or loss
2: a device (as on a weapon or a machine) designed to prevent inadvertent or
hazardous operation”vi
BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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Consider in the first the institution or industry implies social relationships, development,
structure, interaction, collective behavior, and towards scientific purpose, the analysis of the
industry, its function, and relationship to the whole. In the second, a condition within the whole
is presumed that defines the individual, or the universal well-being of the population, the un-hurt,
non-injury, absent losses, and further a device to prevent those. The purpose then of this study is
to define that device, a Social Safety Index, (SSI) system. First. let us examine the science in
context of history.
Sociology is a very complex and specifically verbal science. As might be defined in a relevant and
recent abstract presented by L. V. Kalashnikova from the Ukraine, who defines “Safety of Vital
Activity: a comparative analysis of traditional and new paradigms in the contemporary
sociology.”vii; and simplifying the extensive sociological jargon of the abstract given the historic
context under the current wartime strains in the Ukraine, Kalashnikova explains there are
variances between the older systems and new, measurable changes abound in society, new
hazards are defined, and with the global environment and implications of the differing law and
governance does not necessarily define social freedom. Defined safety in systems is paramount
to that definition. The author states that reviews of current and traditional sociological
references indicate parallels in the conceptual and actual definitions in sociology leading to the
definition and practice of the “sociology of safety”.
Kalashnikova emphasizes that in the development of the new sociology of “vital activity safety”
that institutionalization presents many issues, and the study indicates the importance of sector
studies to define “social groups, communities, social movements, regional society, ethnicity,
national perspectives.” Definition of these is not a simple task.
In regard to this SSI project report, the industry (or company) defines an occupational macropopulation, specifically defined by its own microscopy; classes such as, students, administration,
employees, and class divisions within these; employees and faculty imply differences; and the
students are divided further by faculty to emulate labor groupings, and again redivided into other
comparative qualifiers such as age, experience, location of origin and others to define reasons for
variance in internal trends. These can also define leading indicators within the whole or within its
parts. Kalashnikova defines further the importance of the objective facts within in those microdivisions to define subjective social practices and the perceptions of risks, threats, dangers, social
BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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actors by the “evaluation of the potential for their activities to forecast the negative consequences
of hazards.” Toward that evaluation we must stress, “It is not science if it is not measured.”viii
Sociology is a relatively new science, perhaps devised in the freedoms expressed in new world
democracy. In July 1934, The University of Chicago Press Journals printed a foundational article
by Floyd N. House entitled “Measurement in Sociology.”ix House explains that at that time, the
proponents of the developing sociological field agreed that some means of statistical
measurement was required to develop and validate the science. He states definitively:
“…that subjective phenomena can be measured only through objective indexes, that
statistics can be used to verify or disqualify hypotheses, and that statistics may have great
practical value; probably also than statistics may suggest some explanation.”

House also notes that there are non-quantitative methods, “insights”, to derive conclusions, but
the conclusions thereby may not be given the title of science necessarily. Not too far off the
professional consideration of the trades, he also pens, that sociology is not entirely made up of
quantitative measurements, and the interpretations that are derived from the art and science of
sociology are inclusively necessary. Attitudes he states are subjective, and the challenge then
would be to infer what qualitative presumption is validated from such quantitative analysis. In
other words, objective analysis can define probability of hypothetical subjective assertions, or
give rise to the knowledge that sheds light on the existence of subjective probability and reasons
for occurrences.
Stepping forward from House’s time in present context, the AIHA defines the modern references
for the occupational safety and industrial hygiene as:
Industrial Hygiene is both a science and an art devoted to the anticipation, recognition,
evaluation, prevention, and control of those environmental factors or stresses arising in or
from the workplace which may cause sickness, impaired health and well-being, or
significant discomfort among workers or among citizens of the community.x

If the first step is anticipation, some means, or a tool, or tools are required to objectively
ascertain the state of matters within a system. In 1934, House did not have the present means
and facilities to conduct electronic surveys. This project relies on the data derived from such an
electronic media-based survey, a first objective tool to collect data defining the system. Adding
the subjective analysis, interpersonal interviews with local prospects, professors and advisers, and
BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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the analysis of facts from secondary sources such as state and federal data registries, a local
history can provide the insight to correlate objective fact to formulate the hypothesis to be
tested. The NULL hypothesis tested here is that essential safety is “not” directly related to
existential safety. That said, with statistical testing of tabular data, we can decide if that is true (Ttest) and what the error margin (STExy) is on each respondents’ answers. With these tests we
can define probable cause if the null hypothesis is rejected.
Before we proceed however, we must also consider a particularity in that local history, a vital
component of American popular culture: individualism. Presently, electronic individualism may
serve certain advantages in science. This form of individualism largely defines today’s society
internationally unlike any previous sociological era. While being a defining social factor alluded to
by Kalashnikova’s depiction of modernistic society, it has origins in a natural behavior defined by
social individualism. While to some it may seem a divisive or destructive alienation of natural
group or tribal norms; electronic media offers immediate and introspective analysis of each
respondent privately and can do so expediently. It offers an insight into the silent mob. It
provides an introspective view where so much of us is publicized. Individualism apart from
electronic expression, may be the root cause of the electronic expression of the same. It could be
a natural progression rather than an artificial one. So, to that effect, I chose to create an
electronic survey that could be easily connected to with a QR-code, and quickly completed due to
the lack of attention span caused by the electronic individualism inspired by handheld media. The
SSI system could be considered a 6-minute-toolbox-talk. Functional in its brevity and present
timeliness, the discussion of results will demonstrate that utility.
We must also consider a side effect of individualism: groupthink. To define the origin of
individualism we step backward in time again to the foundation of the new world that spawned
individualism. Greatthinkers.org discovers one of the earliest sociologists, Alexis de Tocqueville
(1805–1859).xi In his extensive works defining democracy in foundational America, he claims to
have coined the term “individualism” and expounds on the dangers inherent in the same. The
“tyranny of the majority”, he stated, and “soft despotism”, did not refer to the power of the
government, to industry, or to any other authority. It referred to the power of a silent majority to
redefine overall social context. From the text on Greatthinkers.org:

BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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“…John Stuart Mill understood, this does not refer to a majority imposing its will on a
minority, but, rather, to the propensity of democratic peoples to develop highly abstract
political ideas and erect bureaucratic structures that rob them of the need to act or think
for themselves except on the most trivial matters.”

Individualism also defined groupthink, coined initially by Irving Janis. xii Mirroring Tocqueville’s
astute predictions: “Harmony is seductive and getting along feels good, so everyone wants to
seem like a team player, Janis believed.” Jay Dixit in the article on group think defines further:
“The satisfaction of belonging to a cohesive group leads people to suppress their inner
doubts. Loud voices overpower quieter ones, dissent is quashed, and the outcome is
flawed, sometimes disastrous decisions.” Jay Dixit

This cannot be underestimated today in safety science and is defined particularly in the post
electronic media frenzy of presidential Twitter and the immediate communication consequence it
causes.xiii A single presidential Tweet can crash the stock market due to Corona virus fears.
Tocqueville saw forward as he believed this phenomenon would create a danger to intellect and
the definition of political freedom. The very freedom that democratic humanity depended on,
made the people dependent of the expectations of the very safety imparted by the governance of
the institutions that defined financial freedom. Such is individualism that led to groupthink, the
same for-profit universal goals that define essential and existential new world freedom.
Toward my own coinage of terms, the veil defined by Tocqueville’s sociological understanding of
the American complex is the “Umbrella Effect” that I defined in my proposal purposefully in
context of the social safety paradigm’s in organization occupational systems. It is defined by the
well-being inspired by the great American dream. Tocqueville defined this “insidious” social
parameter as a “threat to the souls of men”; like a veil that obscured the actual human
intercourse that was effective only when the mutual hazards to lack of freedom that caused
reason to challenge authority. We can see the relation to the safety practices of tool-box-talks,
and the imperative of safety communications within occupational systems. When
communications fail, systems drop into complacency, under the umbrella of assumed safety. To
that admired industrial revolution, Tocqueville emphasized further the need of communication
within the community and the conversant mutual deposition of the common issues that might
cause threats (“spirit of the New England township”) which was explicit in “the American

BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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tendency to form associations in pursuit of political, social, and religious goals.” Mutual profit
purposed, there was no intellect without the intelligent conversation that led to the American
evolution and revolution.
I defer to another requisite definition here from the wisdom of another great American thinker of
that time. Benjamin Franklin’s 13 virtues were initially written of in his autobiography. xiv Franklin
defines the virtue “industry” as:
“Lose no time. Be always employed in something useful. Cut off all unnecessary action.”
Benjamin Franklin

A man of substantial industry and a successful businessman, he never lost sight of the humane
and so is remembered as a source of reflective wisdom. He loathed sloth and what was
unproductive. American industry however did not remain so humane nor attentive to progressive
ideology because of profit greed, the new definition of excess, the robber barons exceeded
because they could. I imply by such the very spirit of the American industrial complex and it’s
almost inhuman financial character. For a while it ran amok and limited humanity to a mere
source of cheap labor. Devaluing the intellectual implication of the individual, or its component
participation in the whole, it treated humans like sheep. Like wolves, profit only industry outgrew
the conversant intimacy of the cottage and family industry and the intimate wisdom of
apprenticeship. It took advantage of the individualist veil and plugged the sheep into the miller’s
wheel. Legally now, ignorance of that existential humanity is no longer possible. This defines the
problem; humans are not sheep; so law redefines the conversant intimacy because profits may
suffer.

BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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Problem Statement:
The umbrella effect, the veil implies we are safe, but how can we or management know we are
safe if we are under the umbrella? The umbrella shields us from the pretense of harm we should
anticipate. We presume threat of harm is minimized by industry. It is not, rather it is increased.
It is a perspective assumed only in trust of management intent. Oblivious of actual-fact, labor
easily presumes the falling rain, or falling sky, is a
mythos; and because of the the lack of visible evidence,
we are not wet under the umbrella, so we are safe.
That complacency lowers standards because without
the perception of possible harm, there is no reason to
prevent it. It is tantamount to ignorance of the falling
stones, the classic Warner Brother’s roadrunner and
https://www.warnerbros.com/

coyote episode.xv

But that ignorance Tocqueville defined was not selfishness, it was a communal state of mind
implied by the security of the whole. Not that this is a healthy social state, but an ignorant one,
ignorant of the cause of harm, and the unsafe state of mind. It was also ignorant of the very life
that bought that freedom. To the economic and social effects of Covid-19, it is the civil liberty
argument. I pause to reflect. The silent mob surges forward unto another disaster. More so
presently because of the artificial electronic divisions that separate humanity from compassionate
proximity, these illusions also amplify the mega-social paradigms and interpretations of fact with
directed political fiction that ignores life for unstated acceptable losses. Even our publicized
personalization’s are safe “face-book” expressions, not having true intimate proximal expression,
they are controlled commitments designed for safe intercourse. They are imitative of the natural
state of individualism and sanitized for convenience representing social conventions of the megagroup. They are an umbrella in themselves. Economic wellness is presumed as safety itself
regardless of the thousands of nameless who have perished for the illusion of freedom. And
there again, the unsafe electronic state of individualism is not safe: cyber-bullying is a growing
concern.xvi Then for convenience of the umbrella comfort, those who give their lives are rapidly
forgotten for the sake of the desired bliss, buried in unmarked graves. At the time of this revision
4/22/2020, more than 800000 are infected by the pandemic threat to safety, and the death toll

BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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exceeds 75000 in America. I predict over 1 million infected by the weekend, and over 100000
acceptable deaths will be recorded in the United States of America because mutual safety is
ignored. As the emphasis rises, awareness should rise, but due to amplified context, mutual
safety is ignored for the sake of self. We examine that great American history.
Human lives lost are dismissed as necessary functions of the illusion of economic bliss. In
retrospect, the present times are far from the trails endured by our forefathers for the sake of
that bliss we now enjoy regardless of the pandemic losses we all suffer. As noted in the
introduction of this project, pandemic is not new. What we can learn from the past is part of the
apprenticeship of close proximity that is dissolved for the presumptions of amplified
individualism. A very local example: for the sake of gold, silver, copper, for profit, 172 deaths
posted at the Con mine in Butte.xvii I walk to the mile daily and recollect. The industry so great it
was a mile high and a mile deep; but the names of the dead are not there. The absence of
intimacy to assuage any possible humanity or guilt. Only the ghosts of the pain remain.
In remembrance:
Granite Mountain Mine Disaster
On the night of June 8th, 1917, a group of men descended in the Granite Mountain mine to
inspect an electrical cable that had fallen loose while being strung by a crew from an
earlier shift. When the assistant foreman accidentally touched his carbide lamp to the
frayed paraffin paper that wrapped the cable, it caught fire. The fire and deadly smoke
quickly fanned through the stopes and shafts of the well ventilated mine to connecting
mines including the Speculator mine. Despite heroic measures to rescue those trapped
below ground, 168 miners died.

Rest in Peace.
Turn the page and ask: who were the other four?
There is the cause for the problem statement, humanity holds life and health as inherent rights.
To define the subjective assumption of such rights, the problem, we must recount the necessary
definitions first presented.

BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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In the first, the institution implies social relationships, development, structure, interaction, and
collective behavior. And towards scientific purpose, the analysis of the institution, its function,
and relationship to the whole exists and must be measurable. The institution itself, or industry;
because of human involvement defines an umbrella effect, the veil, the ever-present human
frailty. It does not have to be a safe, so long as the illusion is safety. We do not have to act; we
trust the sky is not falling, something has our backs. What is it, is it real or presumed?
Industry defines a need; humanities ignorance interferes by ignoring self-safety and even the
essential industrial intent because it is only just work. It stays at work. Thus, humanity causes
harm to itself by ending the discussion at happy hour. Work hard, drink hard, go home, do it
again tomorrow. For this report I conducted discreet interviews in local bars. It is impolite to raise
work and safety as a topic in public in local pubs. It is uncouth. We presume we are safe at work
so; we act as if it is safe and ignore risk because it is wrong to go against the groupthink. We
gamble, so we drink to ease the strain of the potential lived daily. Work hard, play hard. It ends
when we clock out. Shut up and drink. Challenging the unknown odds, we trust industry, for a
while, until catastrophe strikes. It is a reactionary system that requires an anticipatory means to
redefine the risk, that is, if the human variable is an effective component of the function.
Proactivity implies the impolite. It means it will disturb the norm. It suggests we are not safe and
is an insult to common knowledge and social norms implied by the group think. It is unnatural in
the case of individualism. Two opposing functions are defined by the argument.
In the first argument, this project must define the industry. The risk is defined by the industry in
the form of essential knowledge, or essential safety. Essential safety intends the law and implies
obligation of industry because of inherent danger. The law implies wrongdoing. To hurt the
human is to do wrong, it is the only conscience of industry. Safety culture must define that
conscience.
In the second, a condition within the whole is presumed that defines the individual or universal
well-being of the population implied by the individual. It is the condition being the un-hurt, noninjury, absent losses, and further, it implies an industrial device to prevent those. If we presume
mutual safety, and do not check the actual quantitative status of the safety illusion, what is above
us is the umbrella. It becomes inadequate. In fact, we are not safe, we only presume as much,
we gamble. The gap in the odds increases opening a huge window for error and harm to occur.
BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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So, this project also defines the human imperative apart from industry that necessitates measure
because when dealing with individuals, there is a social gamble, the odds must be calculated. This
project therefore also defines existential safety, what we believe; that utmost human character
that is defined only by personal beliefs and social attitudes. These are the odds we will act safely.
Because of the enormity of the implied responsibility, and because human social systems
generally do not measure themselves, industry must define the imperilment because of the law
and punishment. It must measure to take inventory of the actual status of the functioning
system, or for ignorance pay the price for not checking over and under the umbrella to verify the
safety of its wards under and to protect assets above the umbrella. To fail a measurement means
a guess, and under the present law, could result in severe financial punishment, and again
imprisonment.xviii In America, it is a unique fact that safety is defined by industry. Like the family
industry of old, and by the mentorship of apprenticeship dissolved by the industrial revolution,
human reaction has led to the definition of a new civil obligation, but a human one, and a legal
one defined by a financial conscience imposed by law. (ESS x EX = SSI)
Therefore, the definition of this project becomes an imperative in the recognition in the value of
those around us, and freedom, contrary to the tenets of American individualism and the
unguarded unconstitutional intent of industry. Constitution and law exist for human reasons, yet
safety is counterintuitive to American freedom because of cost. It also defines the prerogative of
industry: profit. So this project redefines profit by securing targeted goals.
For industry the American economy invents profit, or because of profit America invented
industry. Either way, historically, profit overrides life in America since before the western
expansion. While devised by the needs of humanity, profit is not a human condition, it is
industrial defining excess beyond the requisite. Humanity does not need profit to survive, it
needs enough. Profit is excess. The valuation of human life and industry are opposing entities
unless designed industrial safety culture pretends otherwise. Human ignorance interferes with
profit so industry must measure. This opposing effect is evident in the crashing economy caused
by the pandemic effect and the unsafe illusions of necessary civil liberty that supplant the safer
alternative because of the imperative imposed by the necessity of the survival of industry. The
interdependence is emphasized here.

BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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Unless an alternative is redefined, America cannot survive without its present economic
superego.1 Ergo; in America, defective ego, or safety ignorance, can be changed by industrial
culture and by imposition of mega-social normative changes which can devise a new overall
entity, industrial safety climate or industrial ego. Industrial safety culture ego is defined when
existential and essential come together in old fashioned fellowship to define the industry’s
essential need in the justified safety program. However that does not intend that all industries
will adopt the pattern, nor does it infer that society in general will improve by the micro-ego of
the independent industrial safety culture. Only those privy to that exchange will profit by that
tribal inclusion. Therefore locality, employment, experience, age, and many other factors must
be measured and tested.
Safety climate is the measure of the existential humanity in industry. Safety Culture is the
organization planification of the essential. And even more so presently, a new pressing question
is now emphasized in how the great American economy can be re-opened in the climate and
culture of extremes. The context is defined by two words safe or free, or rather safe and free.
Trump tweets are divisive, dictating safe practices while encouraging discordant argument over
spurious unsafe logic that intends, civil liberties for the sake of economic safety will not spread
the pandemic. This behavior defines the ultimate purpose of this study and project.
Safety climate is the expression of the micro social excellence of the human in the industrial
system. In an individualistic America where the individual is emphasized, no other mechanism of
safety expression is mutually relevant. Climate is the existential dimension in this analysis and is
in America dependent on the essential dimension’s interference. Therefore existential safety is
dependent on essential safety. The NULL to this is that it is not. This can be tested for certainty.
As implied, attitudes are variable and must be measured if industry is to define its essentiality.
Industry must for profit recognize both dimensions, human freedom, and the law. Failing to
measure the existential may lead to an incomplete science and a failed art. This unfortunately
includes human failing, what each of us believe, and for this, not all believe the same and social
factors define our level of existential relevance in safety. For industries purpose the essential

1

Sigmund Freud, Id, Ego and Superego, By Saul McLeod, updated 2019,
https://www.simplypsychology.org/psyche.html
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safety (the law), defines this prerogative so a mutually beneficial solution presents itself in this
method.
The answer to the problem is analysis, efficiency, informative measurement, and purposeful
education and practice. This project defines leadership, systemic diagnostics, and directs industry
specifically. Therefore, it is an economic solution that can increase profit potential and social
safety by providing indicators and direction.

BOULET OSH 499W FINAL REPORT
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Background:
This project offers a solution.
JBZTOOLZ established 2009 in Montana takes a compassionate and entrepreneurial approach.
Montana remains among the worst safety states in the USA occupational ratings of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics.xix We can infer the worst because of ranking, or we can seek answers, solutions
to the problems indicated in the facts as this project does.
Total recordables in 2018 were down slightly to 4.0/100, with industry spikes in food
manufacturing (10.1), Skiing Facilities (14.2), and Health Care (13.2). Each of these sectors and
the state whole could benefit from a means to measure present trends status and define leading
indicators because anticipation is the first step in the AREC process. All states likewise could
benefit from facts on existential potentials in making decisions to open state economies. Polls are
often politically motivated, therefore specific objective means are required to ascertain
certainties. The imperative of profit intends that industry seek most-efficient means to minimize
losses. This method is efficient and well defined and objective. It offers targeted economic
advantages.
Being able to predict by present and local standards would provide an immediate view over and
under the umbrella. This method provides leading indicators rather than latent facts redefined
with post disaster lagging indicator analysis. It also offers trends comparisons within class
divisions, odds calculus, and other analytical tools. It is not a new concept, however.
To define the difference between leading and lagging indicators: consider Predictive Solutions /
Rapid Flow Technologies, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, a leading indicator analyst who was able to
assist me in this direction with some white papers presented by the analytical firm: “Saving Lives
at Work: The Who, What, Where, Why and How of Using, Predictive Analytics in Workplace Safety,
A Predictive Solutions White Paper”, they defined some major problems with post factum
analytics.xx
They explain first of all, that predictive analytics is not for every industry, that industry with high
injury rates generally do not partake in the advantages. Rather these types of companies use
reactionary tactics by examining lagging indicators, they use a root cause analysis to reset the
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safety program after catastrophe strikes. Cost and time investment are a huge factor in the
decision and means to define the cause. As they explain, this is “low hanging fruit” defined in
human losses and the attached asset losses. It is reactive after cost and human losses have been
incurred. Predictive Solutions explains that certain industry evolves beyond lagging indicator
analysis “collecting leading indicator data in the form of near misses or safety observations.” This
type of industry takes advantage of “proactive” solutions and the anticipatory stage of safety
prevention rather than reaction. The white paper explains conclusively that:
“Ultimately, there are two main reasons why companies employ predictive analytics in
safety:
1. They have a continuous improvement safety culture and are always on the lookout for
new 21st century methodologies that work, and/or
2. To break through a safety performance plateau when more traditional safety strategies
have become less effective.”

Predictive Solutions also explain that for their system to work they need to concentrate on
volume, variety, and velocity of data. First that the more volume is collected, the more
quantitative analysis can take place and correct predictions can be made. Second, as variety
improves, the qualitive value of predictions become more predominant. Lastly, as electronic
interfaces improve and real time fact gathering becomes more common place, the rapidity or
velocity of assessment improves. However, these three also present certain problems as noted.
First volume intends storage, intends resources, intends investment, intends time. Not all
industries have these resources. Therefore, I set upon a course to create an affordable more
commonplace solution. Second, as variety certainly creates opportunity for in depth and detailed
analysis, I designed a flexible system that can be modified for any industry specifically. Thirdly, as
noted, not all industry has the electronic resources to collect real time data.
Small businesses especially do not have these valuable tools. So, the SSI system specifically
targeted these industries. It created a feasible method with multiple tools and designed the
system for flexibility. The purpose was, with this project, taking baseline measurements and
progressive measurements specifically oriented towards completion of the proposed evolutionary
7-stage safety systems development process that recognizes development and system perfection.
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Data analysts do not necessarily recognize safety systems development, they concentrate of
objective analytics. So, the SSI system targets safety systems development specifically by
anticipating need, measuring present status, and guiding the system towards the gold standard
defined by safety systems independence. This is what Thomas Davenport calls optimization.
The attached excerpt from the white paper is considered again and added to illustrate a standard
in analytics that offered me some parallel guidance. The SSI system attempts to simplify this
process. Thomas
Davenport, the
author of Competing
on Analytics is
quoted in the
Predictive Analytics
White Paper, and
with permissions
from Predictive
analytics I add this as
a guide to the reader
on the process of
analytical process
development.xxi
“Saving Lives at Work: The Who, What, Where, Why and How of Using Predictive Analytics in Workplace Safety,”
https://www.predictivesolutions.com/

The JBZTOOLZ-SSI system is anticipatory and preventative and proactive. The system serves to
direct industrial education and define specific targets for such evolution-based training. It is
effective and economical. To which, it is invaluable to industry, and provides exactly where the
solution is required: before it hits the proverbial fan. Rather than considering a shot-gun reaction
approach, it anticipates select specific strategic targets. JBZTOOLZ industry provides solutions
where needed. Our consultancy has always been based on redefining where it is needed and
applying the known to the unknown and creating solutions that are mutable and adaptable based
on specific industry needs. We design excellence.
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Like a lawn rife with dandelions, our understanding is that the benefit of the democratic social
system designs system complacency. The weeds will grow if the lawn is not tended. Until the
complacency causes ill effect begetting social response, no response is needed. Dandelions grow,
then dandelions spread with seeds that sow in the wind. When industry fails regionally, certain
detrimental deviant social effects take over making matters worse. Other weeds grow. Social
deviance begins to redefine society.
I defer again to the rich Montana history and the intense relationship between Butte the people,
and Butte the company, Butte America.xxii Butte the company sponsored many deviant social
patterns, sowing its own weeds believing such behaviors would pacify complacency and reaction.
In such, I refer to the antecedent of that complacency, American unionism and the effect of
Montana “grass roots” history which characterized the creation of perhaps the most-free
democratic state constitution.xxiii Unfortunately alcoholism also foments emotions. I emphasize
here again the importance of my summer research for an executive writing summer class in 2019,
WRIT322. That targeted research sought to understand the local population using the series,
“Crucible of Change” in defining the necessary social understandings of the macro-class of
Montana peoples, and Butte as a micro-class.xxiv The definition of the attitudes of the people is
necessary to understand the inference of any queried data source. Again, in the science of
sociology, certain researched subjective insight is required to ascertain the understanding of the
objective fact. People in Butte drink in pubs because historically those became the centers of
moral contact, they were “spirit of the New England township”. (Tocqueville)
Importantly, convincing the defiant population that added safety is needed requires substantial
consideration to salesmanship and the sale presentation. It cannot be sold in bars; it must be sold
in, and by industry. Attitude adjustment seems to be the greatest opponent to rectifying safety
conditions and is naturally counterintuitive. In Montana historic context may amplify that context
due to the defiance of industry bred into the social structures. This basic understanding provided
for in the “Sales Proposal” was integrated into the WRIT322 proposal project which is attached as
appendix 5. The intent of the project was underscored by the humane and compassionate intent
to convene with, and listen to the state’s peoples, to understand the economic standards that
define the state safety balance, and find a means to get the message out there, because I am
sincere and industrious, a student of occupational health and safety.
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That proposal first, found root in the experience I have had as an industrious employer and
business owner in Montana. I had to deal directly with the social deviance implied previously,
drug abuse, alcoholism, conjugal violence, poverty, absenteeism, and the very fact that no
employee had ever undergone and real industrial based safety training. JBZTOOLZ had to create
one based on experience and training I had received. That culture proved 7 years with no LTI’s.
Next, it began to develop professionally in the interaction of the education I received at Montana
Technical University leading up to the project’s first phase, the sales proposal. That sales proposal
however is not completed until the completion of this second phase, this project, which
undertook to devise a means to measure social baseline facts and to measure staged
interventions. That same measurement was required to schedule pre-post-advancement testing
at each of the 7 specified levels of safety systems development defined in that sales proposal. It
also provides a means to measure leading indicators and trends to guide the educational
consulting process to identify and act on problem areas. The purpose of this report is to describe
the necessary tools to make that process work. The project defines four measurement tools.
JBZTOOLZ listened to the people, it researched their attitudes and history, then compiled
reasonable motives, wrote a plan, and directed the sale in language terms accessible to the logical
means of the local receiver. In a 2010 article in “Selling Power”, an online magazine touting
“Success Strategies for Sales Management”, Gerhard Gscwandtner writes about Tom Hopkins
seven fundamental selling skills. xxv He states similarly, in common method that “prospecting,
building rapport, qualifying the client, effective presentations, handling objections, closing the sale
and getting referrals, are the ‘backbone’ of professional selling.” JBZTOOLZ 7-stage educational
system sets at its base, the people, and the understanding of the subjective first, before the
objective measurement is analyzed. This project starts there. The existential question base was
set up on those subjective assumptions. It’s first directive was to find means to sell safety; why
safety is or should be an imperative.
The analysis this project presents is based first in that understanding and historical consideration.
It then responds to those needs by providing efficiency, at economic means, while considering
the environment of the client. These are the three E’s of the JBZTOOLZ business model and
system of client service; efficiency, economy, environment. The industry that sells safety must
therefore imply value in safety. Safety cannot be sold unless there is a market for it, and so to
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create that market, or to amplify the sale value, the salesman must define the value of safety, but
do so within the parameters of the price paid. Defining the condition of the system does so. It
sets an imperative, and so a need, at a price adjusted according to marketable need.
Sales of the safety concept cannot be completed if there is no crisis, or the concept is irrelevant.
Crisis is not known unless the condition is measurably noticed. Therefore, to sell sales, we must
measure it, define the crisis, and be conversant with the client with the intent to protect the will
and well-being of the people the client represents and the client’s assets and profit. We must be
willing to break down the walls of comfort and complacency and intentfully represent both
dimensions measured in this study. Again (ESS x EX = SSI) SSI defines the state of marketability.
Conclusively, in the dark shadow of the Covid-19 pandemic, this also intends that a means for
public and private industry to define safer standards is possible if these listen to the human ID.
Acceptable losses can no longer be industries prerogative. The existential may now be more
relevant and pertinent than ever before. Therefore my final emphasis is that prevention is the
means to ultimate profit potential, both for the human existential aspects of who we are, and for
the essential legal aspects that govern the means we depend on to create our financial freedoms.
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Methods:
1. CITI ethics training was conducted and completed before the project started. The
certificate was provided to the professor. Those guidelines were followed throughout.
2. Discussion on the merits of social surveys was conducted with the professor and the
overall design was agreed upon. Work plan was created.
3. Advance social research and online research was conducted, and a “sales proposal” was
written to assist local business. Additional research was conducted throughout to
support developing arguments and subjective assumptions.
4. Interviews were conducted with primary sources for the initial proposal definition during
the WRIT322 course and following with local peers and instructors. The “Sales proposal
was used as a guide to development for an objective means of measurement that was
required to test facts against the subjective assumptions.
5. Research into various statistical measurements was conducted to estimate existing
methods. The leading indicator method was considered and devised as follows.
6. History and local sociological studies were made to engage possible subjective insights to
develop fitting existential questions. Needs based analysis was considered. 20 existential
questions were formulated and checked with the professor for the subjective analysis of
local safety awareness.
7. A NULL hypothesis was formed and stated as: “Existential safety is not dependent on
Essential safety.” That stated, I emphasize that the question batteries were relevant and
reflected the simplified aspects of the dimensions being tested.
8. Essential questions were taken directly from the OSHA 10 training manual entitled:
“Introduction to OSHA”, revised June 2018.xxvi That manual also referred to Montana
Safety Culture Act basics. The law by either approach. Essential questions because they
are derived from the law were considered independent.
9. The existential questions were initially presumed the dependent variable in the case that
predictable trends might be viable and because existential understanding would vary with
the extent of essential knowledge, training, and experience.
10. For control in the survey to avoid repetitive answering, questions were rewritten to be
one half positive form and one-half negative form to force reader compliance. (Negative
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questions are most often used when the speaker wants to imply that he or she already
knows the answer and is looking for affirmation.xxvii)
11. A Qualtrics surveyxxviii was designed with the two dimensions to be tested. 20 questions
were fabricated in each variable, essential safety and existential safety. Design and flow
were considered to reduce the time to completion. Qualifiers were added.
a. A weighted response scheme was coded in to quantify values for each dimension.
b. For existential questioning, due to anticipated variability, a 1-5 variable scoring
system was used to give the respondents the freedom to vary the weight of
responses.
c. For essential questioning, the weight was 0 or 5 for true of false of I do not know. I
do not know was considered a failure of the affirmative.
12. The Qualtrics survey was coded and recoded, verified and tested. It was tested for timing
in two classroom environments confirming <=6mins timing.
a. The survey had to be rewritten due to a systems failure that may have originated
due to the MTU database which experienced a system failure. The process took
some development and much interaction from the home office of Qualtrics in
Australia and local experts who have used the program. The process took 3 weeks
to perfect and was tested in advance for flow and scoring before it was launched.
13. A random prize of 1-$30.00 gift certificate was offered.
14. The survey system was sent up to the IRB officer for final verification and adjustments.
15. The survey was advertised for two weeks by pin up posters and online through the ASMT
in order to habituate the population to the eventual launch of the survey.
16. The survey was launched and collected responses during the two weeks from February 5
to 19th, 2020.
a. 348 responses were analyzed. 12 were scrubbed due to no EX response. 24 were
scrubbed due to no ESS response. Total recorded responses were 384.
17. Data was extracted from the survey and 384 responses were downloaded and entered
into an Excel Spreadsheet.xxix The data analysis process and charts were developed over a
more than 4-week time period.
18. MIN, MAX, MEAN, and SD’s were calculated and assessed in the following classes:
19. Students, Administrators, Employees.
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20. The following additional qualifiers were queried to cross correlate assessments:
21. Age, experience, location of origin.
22. Further divisions were added:
a. Faculty divisions for students was complied to imitate possible labor divisions to
test possible differences in varied groups.
b. Employment in maintenance group or otherwise to test possible differences.
23. Tables and Charts were defined for each class and all divisions to indicate initial trends.
24. T-testing and ST-error testing was performed to ascertain the truth or rejection of the Null
Hypothesis for all classes and divisions.
25. The overall group was tested for EX vs ESS scores, then again ESS vs EX for dependent
relationships.
26. Results considerations
a. Histography of the overall population was examined first.
b. Initial EX vs ESS charts were examined, then ESS vs EX charts for dependent
relations were created.
c. Appendix 1 reports of the ESS vs EX dependency as per the Null hypothesis test.
d. The actual MS Word formatted report from Qualtrics is added in Appendix 3.
i. Only subjective inference is gathered from that data.
e. A second tool, a Q-score table and report was formulated to represent the results
of all the 20 essential questions to demonstrate possible leading indicators.
i. Appendix 2 demonstrate the utility of the tool.
f. A statistical Z-test (X, Y) was performed for the overall population and ESS vs EX
dependency, and a chart of Z-scores was formulated to compare actual
performance scores from 95-percentile range to the 40-percentile range of scores.
i. A method to calculate safety tolerances was devised using statistical
method.
ii. Appendix 4 defines the methodology and calculations and utility of the
added tool.
iii. From the chart centrality was compared after the Z-scores were corrected
for errors and a new system was developed to add an additional dimension
for comparison of statistical safety tolerance. The method confirms the
definition of trends previously defined.
27. As a result of the analyses and formulations three means of objective measurement were
created:
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a. Class and division charts to compare dimensions for trends across populations.
MIN, MAX, MEAN, and SD are available in each for comparison.
b. A Q-score chart and report was created to visualize leading indicators by low areas
of performance based on actual percentile scores. MIN, MAX, MEAN, and SD are
available for comparison.
c. A final statistical safety tolerance method was devised to test the overall group.
This method was not calculated for each division and class. It is used here to
indicate overall population performance, though could be easily applied to any
class or division if need be.
28. Results are recorded in Appendices 1-4.
29. All ESS vs EX dependency tables were tested for Standard Error (Y to X) and reported. All
ESS vs EX dependency tables were tested for T-Test (X, Y) for probability and reported.
a. Results are recorded in Appendix 1 and compared in other appendices
30. Three years of OSHA-300A forms were obtained with the assistance of the Montana State
University Health and Safety Administration, as a comparison to validate the assessments
performed by this study.xxx
a. A chart and those results are noted as a preamble in in Results.
i. These reports were not consulted until after statistical results were
completed to avoid prejudicing the results and conclusions.
31. Conclusions, results, and discussion were formulated, and this report was written and
redacted.
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Results: (with Conclusions)
Please see the binder appendices for any questions related to results contents.
Preamble for results, Examination of Fact: OSHA-300A report considerations.

Total annual hours
7268835
7308141
7550886

Annual average number of
employees
5602
6436
6550
Average employee hours
1297.54
1135.51
1152.81

*Includes all recordable a) injury, b) skin disorder, c) respiratory condition, d) poisoning, e) hearing loss, f) all other illnesses

Calendar year
2017
2018
2019

*Total injury and illness
days
249
125
144

Total days away
1679
785
405

Total days transfer or
restricted
655
1124
1005

Total injury/100
Lostime/100
dart/100

6.85
3.42
3.81

46.20
21.48
10.73

18.02
30.76
26.62
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Measuring attrition: The human factor weighted.
In order to quantify any comparison, we need to quantify post factum lagging indicators. This is
not to validate the post factum lagging indicator reactionary methodology. The insurance
industry and OSHA (29CFR1904) does make use of actual-fact precedence to weight industry
safety performance.xxxi When we examine the results noted on the previous page, we see a
variable pattern for the population history. With the assistance of Dr. David Gilkey of the
Montana Technical University, the mentor for this project, we calculated the following terms from
actual OSHA-300A reports for the Montana State University System for this final comparison for
the report of the results. Those reports were obtained but not opened until the initial statistical
analyses of this report were concluded to not prejudice results.
“TI” abbreviated on the chart, or actually TCIR is the, “The Total Case Incident Rate (TCIR) is
defined as the number of work-related injuries per 100 full-time workers during a one-year
period.”xxxii Confirming the methodology by Dr. Gilkey, Vector Solutions provides:
(Number of OSHA Recordable injuries and illnesses X 200,000) / Employee total
hours worked = Total Case Incident Rate)
For the sample population for 2017 we calculate:
(249 incidents x 200000 hrs.)/ 7,268,835 worked hrs. = @6.68 incidents
LTI is Lost Time Injury refers to incidents that result in a disability or an employee missing work due
to an injury.xxxiii EHS Today provides: (LTI / Total # Hours) x 200,000
For the sample population for 2017 we calculate:
(1679 total days away from work x 200000hrs)/ 7,268,835worked hrs.= @46.19 days
EHS Today also describes DART as: … the acronym developed by OSHA to give a better idea of the
impact of an employee-involved incident. DART, or Days Away, Restricted, or Transferred, takes
into account three different metrics.xxxiv
The number of days an employee is absent because of a work-related illness or injury
The number of days an employee is placed under work restrictions (e.g. no heavy lifting,
must sit while working, etc.)
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The number of days an employee is transferred to another job because they could not fulfill
their normal duties.
For the 2017 population sample the calculation is similar:
(655 days away/restricted x 200000)/ 7,268,835worked hrs = @18.02 days

Comparing national standards previously quoted, we can see that the results of the calculations
demonstrate a high trend initially and some improvement. It is widely considered a standard in
safety that overall performance of a system is weighted in conjunction with the modification rate
which is assigned by the insurer.xxxv Dr. Roger Jensen, of the Montana Technical University, in
lectures on the Law and Ethics (OSH444) defines the importance of longevity in the measurement
of systems. The safety management is measured in context of the last three weighted years by
the insurer because the modification rate is based on those years, notably that the immediate
precedent year is not considered.xxxvi Therefore 2019 would not be considered in the 2020 rating.
Furthermore, in his book on risk management, he defines the measurement of safety
management stating:
“The path to achieving long—range goals usually start with establishing
objectives. In most organizations, objectives include measures of performance, a
time frame, and a target level of achievement. For objectives, involving safety
culture, a challenge is finding a suitable measure of performance.” Dr. Roger
Jensen
We therefore make a justified, conservative, goal-based calculated adjustment but also
emphasize that standardization requires many years of data collection and analysis to establish a
justifiable trend. The average stated here is for a local time period. Not knowing the rating for
the 2016 year, we can average conservatively between 2017 and 2018 to approximate the weight
the insurer places on the performance of this population. (6.85+3.42)/2= 5.135 average TCIR.
We emphasize here that the state overall record for that time, by the BLS standards was 4.4 in
2017 and 4.0 in 2018. We average then, (4.4+4.0)/2= 4.2; and we consider the percentage over
the state average by calculating (5.135/4.2) x 100 = 12.23%.
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We then must adjudicate due to the conservative and objective fact that this population is
operating at a safety tolerance that indicates a substantial deviation indicating a higher risk within
the population compared to the overall state TCIR.

Considering the survey and statistics:
Appendix 1:
Histography (Page 1,2)
Overall EX distribution indicates a normal to logarithmic histography with the approximate visual
mean within the 80% range. I emphasize possible logarithmic scaling here due to the number of
outliers in the representation of the histography. It has to be stated though that a number of
scrubs had to be made because some respondents did not complete both halves of the survey.
The ESS distribution represents an almost ideal normality with the approximate visual mean at
nearly 50%. The factored SSI distribution indicates a slightly skewed distribution which seems to
lessen the overall mean of the population.
We may only possibly conclude that for this population the multiplication of the dimensions may
indicate an overall drop in performance representative of the previous adjudication. We must
consider the very high variance presented from the overall histography and calculations of MAX
MIN, MEAN, and SD on page two, and that EX responses can vary as much as +/- .12% and ESS
responses will vary in this population as much as +/- .21%. This implies further discovery is
required before a definitive conclusion is adjudicated.
Trends analysis (Page 3 >>>)
Overall ESS vs EX trend analysis indicates a flat to negative correlation. Adjusting the overall
population comparing SSI to the EX trend using a logarithmic Y scale to present both trends
visually we see a general positive correlation as was initially predicted in discussion with Dr.
Gilkey. In other words, in safety systems, with increase in industry attention to ESS
indoctrination, orientation and training, EX scores should rise dependently.
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We adjudicate therefore that the direct implication of the flat to negative correlation of ESS vs EX
is indicative of a possible safety disjunction, while the overall SSI trend vs EX defines a normality
as expected. This indicates that for the population as a whole, some evidence is present to the
effect that while the population SSI reacts normally, evidence suggests further discovery may
continue to prove the disjunction between ESS and EX.

By score level of achievement: (page 4 >>>)
Top half and bottom half of ranking scores were analyzed based on the prediction that lower
scores would demonstrate different performance levels. As predicted the bottom half of
performers indicated a negative correlation. Top half of performers indicated a rising positive
trend.
We adjudicate that performance level may be attributable to the expected direct correlation of
ESS scoring to EX scoring in that top half respondents who demonstrated greatest positive
correlations and imitated the predicted form. The disjunction or deviance in the bottom half
must be evaluated further.

Retabulation for dependency (X=Y, Y=X)
Histography of the inverted dependent relationship expresses a near normal relation.
Overall trend graphing indicates that even though ESS scores may rise the relation to EX remains
flat.
Standard error and Testing are applied that indicates the progressions given are true (>>>95%).
The Null hypothesis is rejected for overall population as tested for EX dependency.
Examination of top half and bottom half reveal the previous correlation that for the bottom as
ESS scores rise, EX scores decrease, for the top half a definitive tendency is noted.
Initial adjudication from the visual representation indicates that where the overall mean of the EX
is flat to descending, the ESS scores rise throughout the population. This is counterintuitive to
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the prediction. However, when top and bottom halves are examined again, the disjunction
becomes apparent for scoring performance. More discovery is required to analyze classes and
division for differences as previously indicated. This may indicate that the disjunction is affective
throughout for the bottom half only.
Other sociological factors may apply.

Worksheet 2 (page 7 >>>) Class evaluations / employees
For employees other than maintenance, histography presents an almost normal but skewed
report. For maintenance histography is inconclusive due to the small sample space.
For employees other than maintenance, trends analysis indicates a visual slightly positive
correlation. T-test indicates the Null hypothesis is rejected; the trend is acceptable. EX scores
rise ESS scores rise slightly. The visual trend however indicates a very low performance overall for
scoring ESS. Standard error however is high representing the very high variance for ESS scores.
For maintenance the trend is negative and opposite. T-test indicates the Null hypothesis is
accepted, therefore for the small sample space the EX scores are not related to ESS, the trend is
not acceptable.
Adjudication for the maintenance group is not possible due to accepted null hypothesis and high
standard error and small sample space reporting. Adjudication for the overall employee group
without maintenance demonstrates a positive but slightly positive correlation though in the lower
scoring range not exceeding 50% performance based on the visual trendline. Regardless of the
EX scores, the ESS performance (Mean of ,49%) is low to failing the overall population mean.

Worksheet 3: AGE (Page 8>>>)
It has to be noted first that age groups were not divided equally, the first three were defined
under the age of 25 years old. The division was done purposefully to define youth as it is
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commonly known that youth present obvious risks on worksites and to define a cutline where any
disjunction may cease to be negative. Those age groups are presented in appendix 3 in the
questions disposed in the survey and results. It also has to be noted that because the majority of
the respondents are of that age grouping (< 25 years – students) that this sample population does
not necessarily represent that of a working population. Some prejudice may apply to overall
results and assertions. However, for those within the first three age divisions a negative
correlation does exist. The cutline for the deviation seems to begin at the 4 th age division where a
remarkable positive correlation exists and follows into the next divisions. The only exception is
division 6 where an incidental decreasing trend is noticeable. This may be due to a higher
number of incomplete surveys which defined notable outliers which may have caused the Excel
program to interpret the trend negatively. Those outliers are visible in the scatter diagram at the
right tail. Also, the size of the sample space is small, so any outliers have a greater influence on
results. The predicted trend returns and is highly supported due to T-testing and very small
standard errors reporting. This trend is duplicated in age division 10, though due to the size of
the sample and definition T-testing that accepts the null hypothesis, this table cannot be
considered.
Adjudicating these results seems to indicate a definitive correlation between age and safety. The
defined cutline would seem to indicate that after a certain age, safety become normalized based
on the expected trend. Notably, that due to the reduced sample space defined by the majorative
youth sample, the strength of the T-testing and Standard error analysis, the normalized trend is
strongly affective in the group defining the right tail of the data substantially forming the body of
the correlation. This may indicate a strength in the population that could be taken advantage of
in practice however, the disjunction in the youth sample indicates that, that “wisdom” has not yet
been transferred within the system, or incompletely so, or has been done ineffectively, or is not
prioritized so is not communicated for other sociological reasons.

Worksheet 4 EXP: Experience (Page 13>>>)
Results here almost mirror AGE, yet only experience group 1, those with 1 year or less illustrated
the pattern negative correlation in this division. This group represented by 110 respondents
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indicates that that third of respondents may have the prejudicial influence on the group as
discussed previously. Group 2 already demonstrates a conative correlation and rising attention to
the expected norm. Group 3 flattens to some extent though remains positive which may indicate
certain sociological factors or an actual deviation in behavior with those at that level of
experience. Group 4 and 5 report normal positive correlations, then group 6 demonstrates a
similar drop to a negative correlation. ( Ref: Age group 6) We have to note here the same
observations for the associated age group apply in that certain far right outliers redefine the
trend and may cause prejudice in the data represented by the trendline. All EXP groups
thereafter report positive correlations strongly supported by T-testing and Standard Error
verification. The top groups again are not a feasible argument due to sample space and T-test
limitations accepting the Null hypothesis.
Adjudication here must then parallel AGE in a very close correlation to safety with a very close
certainty margin. EXP is a definitive marker in safety and does demonstrate an increasing positive
correlation strongly demonstrated by T-testing and standard error verification.

Worksheet 5: Location (page 19, 20)
The vast majority of respondents was from Montana. The Montana trend is not flattering, it
demonstrates a remarkable negative trend supported by T-testing, though with a standard error
that is defined by the youth sector. This might suggest subjective reasoning with objective
correlation the evidence of the higher state TCIR. ESS scores remain highly variable at +/- >21%.
About one half of the total Montana sample reported for other states. This might suggest
variability defined by Standard Deviation is also correlated to TCIR. The correlation for other
states indicated an almost flat to negative trend. T-testing in either reported very high likelihood
of rejecting the Null hypothesis, so these correlations are acceptable. Notable however is that
standard error for Montana remains high and for other states is ¼ that of Montana. We
emphasize again the possible TCIR correlation to location. Other countries reported a defined
positive and almost parallel relationship. While the sample space was only 10 respondents, Ttesting was well outside of the 95%, and standard error was much less defined at 1.26%. While
the sample space was small but relevant the variability vs TCIR here points towards the relevance
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of a mathematical safety tolerance calculation to justify class and divisional differences. The
method is considered in appendix 4 but is not used to indicate divisional analyses for brevity of
this report.
Adjudication here must conclude that location qualification does express influence on safety due
to the extreme level of probability intended in the T-testing and analysis of decreasing standard
error. Noticeably, as the ESS vs EX correlation becomes positive, the standard error decreases.
Emphasis is added here for the variability of county death due to injury rates in the state of
Montana and the utility of the proposed tool.

Workgroup 6: SAE Students vs Administration vs Employees (page 21>>>)
Comparing the SAE divisions seems to mirror previous results with a notable surprise. Students
demonstrate the expected negative trend and the correlation is demonstrative of previous
patterning. The administration however also demonstrates a non-typical flat to negative trend.
This fact may indicate a dangerous condition if we consider the norms of safety. T-testing for
either is substantially outside of 95% and the standard error for the administration is quite low, so
special attention to overall group performance is affected considering these safety norms.
Administrative mean ESS performance was only 53.1%. This is indicative of a systemic
disjunction. Overall employee trending was normal and strongly positive indicating a strong and
normal correlation however the mean ESS score was only 51.67%
Adjudicating here is difficult because of the prejudice implied by facts. Students remain the most
susceptible population to negative correlations. Administrators should fare much better
considering normal safety presumptions. Notable performance potential is remarkable in the
employee population due to the stronger positive correlation. I would at this point, with all other
tests reporting emphasize the need for the sale of effective safety within this population and
emphasize the averaged TCIR being <12% above state averages. This should be a first directive
recommendation.
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Worksheet 7 FAC – Student Faculty responses. 1 3
FAC group 1 – OSH demonstrated a disappointing result overall. This is the only mention that I
shall make to prejudice the facts. I am an OSH student. Mean ESS was only 53.16%, EX mean was
only 56.16. The trend for this group behaves atypically as any could have demonstrating T-testing
that accepted the Null hypothesis and standard error was over 21%. Additional histography was
considered for all FAC divisions and demonstrated substantial variety and inconsistent normality.
Instability and lack of unity in the lower age group may be reason for the variety. Unfortunately,
the OSH department reports could not be accepted for adjudication. I would have expected a
very high ESS and EX score with a very parallel progression in this group, but their trend graph
shows no discernable correlations and an intersection of trends mid-graph which is not
demonstrated in any other division or class tested. I remain very apprehensive of this disjunction.
FAC group 2 demonstrated a normal and parallel correlation T-testing well outside of 95%. This
trend was within adjudicative parameters. FAC group 3 demonstrated a strongly negative
correlation with an intersection on the left tail with T-testing within the 95% so is not adjudicable.
FAC group 4 demonstrated a near parallel but flat to negative correlation with T-testing outside of
95%. FAC group 9 demonstrated a strongly positive correlation with T-testing outside of 95%.
FAC group 10 was similar with remarkable T-Testing and standard errors for either 9 or 10. FAC
11 was a large group that demonstrated a prominent negative correlation with T-testing well
outside of 95% with notable standard error. FAC 12 demonstrated similar disposition with Ttesting well out of 95% but much higher standard error. FAC was positively correlated with Ttesting well outside of 95% and also had high standard error. And the largest single group of
undeclared students demonstrated a flat correlation with T-testing well outside of 95% and a
notable standard error.
The purpose of this divisional assessment was not to adjudicate each group, but to demonstrate
that divisions within classes could be assessed for separate trends and definitive safety behaviors.
The adjudication here then is that divisions within major classes can be assessed for variations
and difference. This fact would tend to indicate that this methodology can diagnose problems
within problems for industry and delegate statistically where targets for system rectification are.
I emphasize that the additional histography that was undertaking may dispose some objective
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discernment of independent performance of each class division. I emphasize here, that as
previously noted, many years are required for standardization of data sets.

Appendix 2: Q-Score report from essential questions: possible leading indicators (Page 28>>>)
Considering previous analyses, and the Administrative weakness indicated by the specific
divisional assessment, this part of the report intends to provide subjective direction as to where
first target goals ought to be. If we refer back to Thomas davenports Safety Pyramid: and we
consider the business questions: What
happened?, Where When and How
often?, And Why is this happening?; the
answer to the question, “What if these
trends continue?”, becomes self-evident
in context of the data strategies of
“Statistical Analysis” and “Forecasting and
Extrapolation”. Objective analysis seems
to indicate that statistical analysis can
demonstrate a positive correlation
between desired safety learning and behavior and a negative correlation to absent, or nonrespondent, or deviant systemic failures. We must therefore provide a means to define the
essential system failures, and such in actual terms of the industries defined ESS legal
requirements.
As noted previously the essential questions of the independent dimension in this study were
taken from the OSHA 10 basic training manual and should apply to all classes and divisions within
the population given. The questions were set up with facility in mind. The only complication may
have been the negative form questions designed to control respondent honesty. Other factors
may have been the lack of attention of respondents, or lowered dedication which, by the
definitions of the overall correlated negative trend for the whole, may have been limited due to
lack of interest in safety itself. Given the very short time requirement, I do not consider time as
an encumbrance, though the rapidity of the responses may have been too fast and caused some
error.
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It is therefore incumbent upon the analyst to provide subjective feedback to the industry client
without implying any population prejudices. The actual essential question scores can then
provide some directed subjective feedback using objective facts. We first perceive the fluctuating
Q score line. We then infer that if the system had a more positive correlated trend between ESS
and EX scores, that the median activity along this line would be higher and flatter. We then
examine the least of these scores, and we find that: for the most part chemical atmospheres are
not monitored. This is a federal requirement for employees which may include student
interns.xxxvii, xxxviii Professors become employers. General student populations do not fall under
OSHA regulations. Safety is paramount because public litigation become a serious concern.
CDC/NIOSH provides guidance, but no regulation. Various factors affect this question then and
the possible affirmative. The Montana Safety Culture Act is part of the OSHA 10 manual referred
to. It states specifically: xxxix
“Therefore, it is the responsibility and duty of employers to participate in the
development and implementation of safety programs that will meet the specific
needs of their workplace; thereby establishing a safety culture that will help create
a safe work environment for all future generations of Montanans.” Montana
Safety culture Act MT.gov
Communication is a key component in proactive safety systems. The “toolbox talk is such a
communication, but this method does not seem prevalent at this institution. Advice would follow
indicating a review of procedures and legal requirements. We also note that safety review, JHA,
and toolbox talks are not prevalent in the population responses as a whole, nor has it been my
experience to have such meetings before class labs occur.
The ACT stated above enforces 5 basic requisites that require documentation, which is the
definition of the Toolbox talk, communicate and document the communication. Not just
documented orientation, ongoing safety awareness and training are mandatory. The advice
would follow that such procedures easily educate and instruct and impose safety into the
population. It is an easy fix and electronic media can accelerate data rendering.
We also note that safety reports post incident is not prevalent. Reporting is just good practice
legally. Records define due diligence. OSHA requires certain reports. The advice to follow would
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be that continuous and dedicated communications of follow up inspire trust and excellence in
work groups.
Our last note in this series is that more than 60% of respondents did not know who their safety
representative was. ??? Again, communication is key, and there is nothing less inspiring in safety
than an absent safety program. Visibility is key in the indoctrination process.
The Q-score method is self-demonstrating. It can point to immediate systemic deficiencies and
direct industry toward key target goals. Mathematically, it is easy to raise the mean by raising the
least scores. Once the targeted areas are redressed, a reassessment can then label the new lows,
or if the project improvements have made any measurable differences in overall scoring.
The key behind the bi-dimensional questioning method is that existential EX questions can be
modified to measure specific safety climate features and attitudes. Essential ESS scores likewise
can be directed toward essential training knowledge. Together these can create a testing matrix
as well to verify efficiency of training sessions, as well as in the field reproducible effects of that
training. EX scores are an easy way to measure motivational effects as well, and leadership and
management effectiveness.
As I noted to Dr. David Gilkey lately upon completion of the statistical analysis, a third dimension,
trained physical process management skills related questions could be added and cross correlated
to either or the other dimension. Similar trends as in Appendix one could be assessed for class
and divisional progress. In doing so we can limit the standard deviation and standard error by
instructing and training, closing the odds of occurrence window by indoctrinating the climate to
meet the essential needs, and thereby create a safety tolerance that would represent a higher
overall performance. (See appendix 4 for more mathematical description of the tolerance
calculation process.) Adding leading indicators analysis points to most-effective goal setting that
can reduce overall safety costs.
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Appendix 3: Report of Qualtrics results, qualifiers and questions, % of responses. (Page 30>>>)
AS noted in the appendix 3:
Only subjective assumptions are gained from these assessments such that responses that indicate
substantial lows, such as the Q-Score report may indicate the need to assess those indicators in
more detail.
***Certain existential question responses may indicate other sociological factors may be affecting
the overall considerations of existential safety however statistical analysis is required to justify
subjective assumptions.
**Essential knowledge indicators are addressed in the previous appendix.
Of note is the relative similarity of the number of respondents in the AGE vs the Experience
divisions. Notable also is the substantive majority of respondents from Montana which may
affect the definitions presented statistically and subjectively based on historic, state and federal
references. It has to be noted also that the majority of respondents were students, and the
majorative AGE and Experience groups are represented by those students with little or no work
experience. Engineering was the highest number responding group.
*The OSH department responded substantially though their specific responses oddly, did not
qualify rejection of the NULL hypothesis. The OSH response was surprisingly atypical, and notably
<50% of the class demonstrated satisfactory essential knowledge, but substantial irregularity and
Z-score within 95% removed this group from considerations as the Null hypothesis could not be
rejected. Existential safety “was not” directly related to essential safety for this group.

Appendix 4: Variance analysis by overall performance scores, Z-testing and safety tolerance
calculations and methods (Page 76>>>) For brevity of this report, please refer to appendix 4 for
the methodology and utility discussion.
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Discussion:
Understanding safety tolerance is a key predictor in safety systems. If industry could reasonably
assess the performance of a class, or any division within that class, and define what the chances
of safety performance, it would be easy then to extrapolate and foresee the possibility of
investment into safety that would be required. It could also extrapolate the potential for cost
offsets due to safety deficiencies. Notably also, if industry could have such insight into
subcontractor’s, it could make educated decisions regards who to hire and who to avoid. Such
knowledge could also lead to the development of safer legal contracts with much less liability.
Using the SSI method is fast and relatively inexpensive. An industry could request that the
employees and management fill out a quick 6-minute survey (the 6-minute toolbox). From that,
the analyst could provide substantial insight to the industry. The Safety Tolerance calculation tool
therefore becomes an invaluable predictor, and in combination with objective trend’s analysis
variants and Q score indicators, histography and subjective historical and sociological
consideration of actual question responses; SSI is capable of effectively redefining safety systems.
It has to be noted here that T-testing disproved the Null hypothesis in the greater majority of all
tests. The overall expected correlation was demonstrated for EX vs ESS as well as ESS vs EX.
Except for the variables indicated in the FAC divisions analyses, histography indicated a high level
of normality in the majority of all distribution. Normality in distributions has been attributed to
human behavior studies in many sciences.xl “ The most powerful (parametric) statistical tests
used by psychologists require data to be normally distributed.” (Saul MacLeod, 2019) Normal
histography presented for all classes tested. This emphasizes the correctness or truth in the
testing despite scrubs and other sociological interference. Various classes were tested for overall
performance, various divisions were tested within those classes. The additional FAC testing
demonstrated how disjunction could be discovered and defined in varied class divisions. This
could indicate that for unstable or deviant division that the likelihood of any safety behavior is
very sketchy and additional indoctrination is required to meet desirable norms.
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Conclusion:
This is only a test and pilot for a new theory and methodology. Additional field testing will be
required to prove the validity and certainty of the method.
Highly probable trends and histography results demonstrates a feasible and operative method
that indicates predominant normality in varied population division. Given the certainty factors
applied to general normality, T-testing and Standard Error testing; anomalous results were within
only certain class divisions and do not define the systemic norm.
The general project rendered a substantive and arguably demonstrative result that can define and
specifically describe those deviant trend divisions as a matter of form and methodology. They
may be deviant because they are deviant, therefore the analysis should be considered valid and
indicative of internal system fault.
SSI also defines leading indicators and can for the whole or specific classes define safety
tolerance levels that can be attributed to probability of safety success or failure. Specific trend
odds can also be calculated for all performance levels within the organizations classes and
divisions.
Again (Objective + Subjective = Science + Art), for AND logic (ESS x EX = SSI); this function
indicates the general systemic norm. The Null was ESS is not AND EX, and where the majority of
cases did represent normality and the rejection of the Null, the established norm in safety is
preferred logic and relevant. Odds can also be applied to safety tolerance calculations and
applied universally by the actually averaged SSI score itself. A higher SSI would indicate better
chance odds with a narrower occurrence window.
It has to also be confirmed that the initial intent of this study was to demonstrate the viability and
importance of statistical analysis in the field of safety. I confirm therefore that I am very satisfied
with the results and tools defined by this methodology and the utility of the project as a whole.
Objective safety analytics prove that if it is not measured, it is not science. It is an unjustified
guess. Subjectively speaking, we cannot assume without imparting danger implied by ignorance
of fact. The art is in applying objective facts analysis too subjective assumptions, and then making
responsible management decisions.
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OSH499_Excel Workbook Report 3/16/2020 – APPENDIX 1
Worksheet 0 – Overall Population responses analysis – histography analysis

Null hypothesis: EX scores are not dependent on ESS scores
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Worksheet 0 – Overall Population responses analysis
Initial histography, overall population

MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

14.00
98.00
79.87
12.15517393
EX

5.00
100.00
51.95
21.67334332
ESS

28.00
195.00
131.82
24.3998628
SUM

180.00
9500.00
4138.28
1859.485749
SSI

Variance analysis by performance scores, Ztest
(Note: Z95 = Ztest at scores of >= 95%..., Z40 = Ztest at scores of <= 40%...)
IMPORTANT NOTE: variance in ESS is twice that of EX scores. Subjectively this may indicate a
systemic problematic disjunction that may affect overall safety tolerances.
**This test was added at the end to summarize overall performance. An additional analysis is added
at the end of the addendum series 1 to indicate the safety tolerance speculations based on P-value
probability and centrality of common and dependent data. Emphasis: very high variance makes
assumptions difficult, so a +.8/-.8 centrality is considered at @ Z70. Tolerances are calculated in
the Appendices portion of this report. Appendix 4

Z95
Z85
Z80
Z75
Z70
Z65
Z55
Z50
Z40

EX

ESS

SUM

SSI

1.244742189
0.422047256
0.01069979
-0.400647677
-0.811995143
-1.223342609
-2.046037542
-2.457385008
-3.280079941

1.986270983
1.524874702
1.294176562
1.063478422
0.832780281
0.602082141
0.14068586
-0.09001228
-0.551408561

2.384406471
1.564729731
1.154891361
0.745052991
0.335214621
-0.074623749
-0.894300489
-1.304138859
-2.123815599

3.152333733
2.345659091
2.076767544
1.807875997
1.53898445
1.270092903
0.732309809
0.463418261
-0.074364833
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Worksheet 0 – Overall Population responses analysis
Trends analysis by Scatter chart and trend lines applied by Excel:
Here EX is blue and ESS is orange, EX trendline is violet, ESS trendline is red
Notable negative trend, as EX rises, ESS flat to negative slope for overall population. Visual
interpretation may indicate that for the overall population, as existential belief increases, a flat or
negative correlation exists in essential safety performance to existential increases. Further analysis
is required and follows to verify statistical existential dependence.

When overall SSI scores are compared to EX scores a notable positive trend appears as was initially
predicted. Hypothesis: EX safety should be dependently related to overall SSI performance and may
be dependent to ESS. Null hypothesis opposes the correlation. Emphasis that any skew in EX or ESS
histography is corrected by the SSI product. The relation is retabulated with ESS vs EX relation for
statistical comparison on the next pages.
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Worksheet 0 – Overall Population responses analysis - Retabulation for dependence
Once again, visual consideration indicates that variability in populations groupings presents
possible opposing trends top and bottom halves. Bottom half indicates negative trend, top half
indicates positive trend. This indicates more support for initial hypothesis that with increases safety
existentialism, essential scores may be increasing, and conversely. Further analysis is required and
follows to demonstrate the EX dependency. If existential safety is dependent on essential safety,
which would include more training, indoctrination and experience, then this trend would seem to fit
the models expressed in current safety assumptions that safety climate and safety culture are
positively correlated.
Here EX is blue and ESS is orange, EX trendline is violet, ESS trendline is red

Top half where performance scores are higher indicates a strong correlation and dependency.
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Worksheet 1 – Overall Population responses analysis, comparative dependency
ESS and EX scores are reversed in order to verify similarity of trends based on initial hypothesis
that EX is dependent variable. Normal histography presents. A similar distribution histography is
apparent when the dependent variable EX is tabulated. ESS Mean remains @ 50 percentile.

Overall trend
ESS vs EX
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

Standard error and T-test for overall group population: statistics considered.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

14
5
98
100
79.86994 51.95087
12.15517 21.67334
EX
ESS

STError
STerror
St error
Ttest
Ttest

ESS
EX
12.1620878 overall
11.61491492 bottom half 1-173
12.67204738 top half 174-346
3.63045E-78 bottom half 1-173
6.94341E-12 top half 174-346

For the overall population, T-test, 2 tailed to eliminate outliers and falsely reported
incomplete surveys; indicates that the null hypothesis is strongly disproven.
Therefore, based on the exponentially small probability >>>95%, the dependent
correlation between existential and essential safety is highly probable.
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Worksheet 1 – Overall Population responses analysis, comparative dependency
Disposition of top half performance vs bottom half performance for dependency.

When EX is tabulated as dependent the correlation between top and bottom halves is much more
similar visually, though discrepancies may be accounted for with further analysis that follows for
classes and divisions. Notable emphasis that in lower performing groups, existential belief rises as
essential scores decrease. For the upper half essential safety seems to be more prevalent and
intersects within the population indicating a possible normative association.
Visual representations can offer only subjective insight into each class or division, and statistical
analysis may diagnose further performance issues and reasons for variance in safety tolerances
within the defined population. Further analysis follows.

EX
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

ESS
14
5
98
100
79.86994 51.95087
12.15517 21.67334
EX
ESS

STError
STerror
St error
Ttest
Ttest
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EX
12.1620878 overall
11.61491492 bottom half 1-173
12.67204738 top half 174-346
3.63045E-78 bottom half 1-173
6.94341E-12 top half 174-346
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Worksheet 2 – Overall Employee responses analysis, comparative dependency

EX

MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

ESS

22
5
97
95
78.04651 48.13953
17.21289 20.06013

Sterror
Ttest

ESS
17.32028324
1.21882E-08

EX
Employee other 13-55
Employee other 13-55

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Positive slopes on both
trendlines indicate a correlation of the hypothesis that for employees, increased EX is dependent
on increasing ESS.

MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

82
96
88.75
6.618157

50
80
63.75
12.4499

Sterror
Ttest

6.823488844
0.063180075

Maintenance 2-5
Maintenance 2-5

Note that for Maintenance the T-test places the division within 95%, therefore the null hypothesis
is accepted. EX is not dependent on ESS for the maintenance division. The trend is
counterintuitive. Emphasis however that the sample space is not representative of any certainty.
When combined, the general employee trend is positively correlated.
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Worksheet 3 –AGE responses analysis per specified groups, young to older, comparative
dependency ESS vs EX

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected.
Error gap is largest in this group, may be due to higher variance, or other factors. Emphasis is
added where SD is largest in the ESS column. Subjective: Notably the essential values decline as
existential values increase. This trend is predicted subjectively in this age range. Absence of
experience may be a factor or additional sociological implications may have an effect.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

14
83
71.18
13.72

5
95
52.07
20.71

5
95
52.07
20.71

14
83
71.18
13.72

Sterror
Ttest

13.74173842 AGE group 1 3-149
8.08335E-16 AGE group 1 3-149

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected.
Subjective: Notably the essential values decline more so as existential values increase. This trend
is predicted subjectively in this age range. Absence of experience may be a factor or additional
sociological implications may have an effect.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

78
86
82.02
2.47

5
95
50.30
22.58

5
95
50.30
22.58

78
86
82.02
2.47
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Ttest

2.463649877 AGE group 2 156-221
8.5015E-17 AGE group 2 156-221
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Worksheet 3 –AGE responses analysis per specified groups, young to older, comparative
dependency ESS vs EX – continued

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected.
Subjective: Notably the essential values decline more so as existential values increase. This trend
is predicted subjectively in this age range. Absence of experience may be a factor or additional
sociological implications may have an effect. As is noted in following graphs, the ESS trend
changes direction and becomes positive.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

81
88
84.92
2.80

5
100
49.79
23.57

5
100
49.79
23.57

81
88
84.92
2.80

Sterror
Ttest

2.366599819 AGE group 3 228-251
5.94895E-07 AGE group 3 228-251

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected.
Trend returns to expected predictions, subjective presumption applies that with age comes
experience, and additional safety training and cultural indoctrination. The decrease in ESS SD is
noted but not significant as it still represents at +/- variation of over 30 points.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

84
90
85.47
2.22

30
85
55.00
16.67

30
85
55.00
16.67

84
90
85.47
2.22
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Ttest

2.213485966 AGE group 4 258-277
1.81596E-07 AGE group 4 258-277
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Worksheet 3 –AGE responses analysis per specified groups, young to older, comparative
dependency ESS vs EX – continued

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected.
The trend seems to return to a negative correlation here again though certain outliers in the
group may cause variation due to incomplete survey responses causing extreme low scores and the
reduced sample space. Other sociological factors may apply.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

85
91
86.47
2.07

15
85
56.67
21.27

15
85
56.67
21.27

85
91
86.47
2.07

Sterror
Ttest

2.122179004 AGE group 5 283-297
0.000106384 AGE group 5 283-297

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected.
The trend returns to the expected positive correlation. Increasing slope seems to indicate a more
acute correlation as age increases. Other sociological factors may apply.

MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

86
92
88.04
2.19

10
100
54.63
23.94

10
100
54.63
23.94

86
92
88.04
2.19
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Ttest

2.23035264 AGE group 6 304-330
1.27233E-07 AGE group 6 304-330
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Worksheet 3 –AGE responses analysis per specified groups, young to older, comparative
dependency ESS vs EX – continued

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected.
The trend returns to the expected positive correlation. Consistent slope may indicate normalized
correlation in this group. Other sociological factors may apply.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

88
96
90.61
2.09

10
95
47.26
23.16

10
95
47.26
23.16

88
96
90.61
2.09

Sterror
Ttest

2.119345959 AGE group 7 337-367
8.96882E-11 AGE group 7 337-368

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected.
The trend returns to the expected positive correlation. Increasing slope may indicate a return to
the expected correlation in this group. Other sociological factors may apply.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

93
96
94.53
0.83

10
100
60.67
22.35

10
100
60.67
22.35

93
96
94.53
0.83
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Sterror
Ttest

0.829092629 AGE group 8 374-388
3.68412E-05 AGE group 8 374-389
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Worksheet 3 –AGE responses analysis per specified groups, young to older, comparative
dependency ESS vs EX – continued
There were no respondents in Age group 9

T-test reports probability within 95%, NULL hypothesis is accepted.
Sample space of two may cause errors here. Trend lines apply subjectively only.
Program calculation for error reported as DIV/0
No certain statistical observations apply.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

97
98
97.50
0.71

15
45
30.00
21.21

15
45
30.00
21.21

97
98
97.50
0.71
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Sterror
Ttest

#DIV/0!
AGE group 10 395-396
0.134708203 AGE group 10 395-397
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Worksheet 4 –EXPERIENCE responses analysis per specified groups, declared work
experience, comparative dependency ESS vs EX

The trends in this group are similar to that of the age group, though the trends variations are not
as pronounced and define a more normal correlation. This could be attributed to the fact that
experience and safety performance are more closely correlated by the hypothesis proven by this
report. Other sociological factors may apply. The reader is urged to regard the visual attributions
as subjective. Objective statistics are presented and follow. (Appendix 4) Emphasis is added where
SD is large in the ESS column.

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected.
As EX scores increase ESS scores decrease, this is a dangerous condition quantified also by the
age assertion in the previous assessment of AGE divisions.

MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

14
80
68.52
14.78

5
95
52.25
20.31

5
95
52.25
20.31

14
80
68.52
14.78
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Sterror
Ttest

14.80936881 EXP group 1 3-113
1.42229E-09 EXP group 1 3-113
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Worksheet 4 –EXPERIENCE responses analysis per specified groups, declared work
experience, comparative dependency ESS vs EX - continued

EXP Group 2 120-169
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected.
There is a notable earlier change here with the pronounced correlation with a minimal amount of
experience added. This may be related to collegiate study; other sociological factors may cause
effect.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

75
83
80.10
2.84

5
95
54.20
23.04

5
95
54.20
23.04

75
83
80.10
2.84

Sterror
Ttest

2.851830994 EXP group 2 120-169
1.84562E-10 EXP group 2 120-169

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

79
88
82.81
2.87

5
100
48.24
22.15

5
100
48.24
22.15

79
88
82.81
2.87
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Sterror
Ttest

2.714611918 EXP group 3 176-249
2.72438E-20 EXP group 3 176-249
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Worksheet 4 –EXPERIENCE responses analysis per specified groups, declared work
experience, comparative dependency ESS vs EX – continued

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

84
90
85.87
2.19

25
85
55.00
18.00

25
85
55.00
18.00

84
90
85.87
2.19

Sterror
Ttest

2.22701163 EXP group 4 256-285
2.66231E-10 EXP group 4 256-285

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

86
92
87.70
2.46

10
100
53.26
24.66

10
100
53.26
24.66

86
92
87.70
2.46
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Sterror
Ttest

2.471779524 EXP group 5 292-314
1.39254E-06 EXP group 5 292-314
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Worksheet 4 –EXPERIENCE responses analysis per specified groups, declared work
experience, comparative dependency ESS vs EX – continued

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
Notably this experience group may convene with the age group that demonstrated the reverse
correlation. This may be due to the extreme outliers, or other sociological factors.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

87
93
88.61
1.91

10
95
53.33
23.51

10
95
53.33
23.51

87
93
88.61
1.91

Sterror
Ttest

1.971708137 EXP group 6 321-338
7.59387E-06 EXP group 6 321-338

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
The correlation once again resets as in the AGE division.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

89
91
89.67
0.78

15
90
46.25
23.94

15
90
46.25
23.94

89
91
89.67
0.78
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Sterror
Ttest

0.814308773 EXP group 7 345-356
5.89413E-05 EXP group 7 345-356
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Worksheet 4 –EXPERIENCE responses analysis per specified groups, declared work
experience, comparative dependency ESS vs EX – continued

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
A similar increase is also noted here. This may indicate a commonality with AGE and certain
sociological factors that may be consistent.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

91
96
92.60
1.35

10
90
47.00
22.01

10
90
47.00
22.01

91
96
92.60
1.35

Sterror
Ttest

1.245174171 EXP group 8 363-373
0.000132796 EXP group 8 363-373

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
A similar increase is also noted here. This may indicate a commonality with AGE and certain
sociological factors that may be consistent.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

93
96
94.44
0.89

10
100
60.94
21.62

10
100
60.94
21.62

93
96
94.44
0.89
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Sterror
Ttest

0.897195832 EXP group 9 379-394
1.54401E-05 EXP group 9 379-394
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Worksheet 4 –EXPERIENCE responses analysis per specified groups, declared work
experience, comparative dependency ESS vs EX – continued

T-test reports probability within 95%, NULL hypothesis is accepted.
Sample space of two may cause errors here. Trend lines apply subjectively only.
Program calculation for error reported as DIV/0
No certain statistical observations apply.

MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

97
98
97.50
0.71

15
45
30.00
21.21

15
45
30.00
21.21

97
98
97.50
0.71
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Sterror
Ttest

#DIV/0!
EXP group 10 401-402
0.134708203 EXP group 10 401-402
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Worksheet 5 –LOCATION responses analysis per specified groups, declared place of origin,
comparative dependency ESS vs EX

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
Notably that for Montanan’s responding, the general correlation that the highest ESS scores
correlate to lowest EX scores, so as EX rises, the ESS trend decreases. Subjectively this may be
possibly attributable to the Montana population though further testing would be required.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

14
88
74.98
12.38

5
100
51.56
21.29

5
100
51.56
21.29

14
88
74.98
12.38

Sterror
Ttest

12.3683536 LOC group M 3-226
1.06499E-31 LOC group M 3-226

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
A slightly negative correlation is indicated on a nearly flat slope for “other states”. Subjectively
this may be possibly attributable to the USA population though further testing would be required.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

83
96
88.19
3.16

5
100
52.34
21.89

5
100
52.34
21.89

83
96
88.19
3.16
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Sterror
Ttest

3.15734196 LOC group O 233-343
3.349E-32 LOC group O 233-344
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Worksheet 5 –LOCATION responses analysis per specified groups, declared place of origin,
comparative dependency ESS vs EX – Continued

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
For other country residents reporting the correlation was normal parallel increasing slope,
though notably the sample space was only 10 respondents which may indicate some error.
Subjectively this may be possibly attributable to the external population though further testing
would be required.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

94
98
95.45
1.21

10
100
55.91
28.44

10
100
55.91
28.44

94
98
95.45
1.21
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Sterror
Ttest

1.263133254 LOC group OUT 350-360
0.00101668 LOC group OUT 350-360
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Worksheet 6 –SAE responses analysis per specified groups, declared student, Administrator of
Employee status, comparative dependency ESS vs EX

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
For the general student population, a negative correlation is noted, but notably that the majority
of students responding were also of the AGE and EXPERIENCE divisions that portrayed the
same result. This result may quantify those results again.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

82
90
85.36
2.40

5
90
51.43
20.04

5
90
51.43
20.04

82
90
85.36
2.40

Sterror
Ttest

12.12113921 SAE Group S 3-259
1.59745E-39 SAE Group S 350-359

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
For the general Administration population, a flat to negative correlation is noted. This is
surprising and perhaps indicative of an administrative disjunction that may be attributable to
overall expectations and performance.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

85
93
87.79
2.20

10
100
53.10
23.86

10
100
53.10
23.86

85
93
87.79
2.20
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Sterror
Ttest

2.240245488 SAE Group S 3-259
8.88242E-13 SAE Group S 350-359
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Worksheet 6 –SAE responses analysis per specified groups, declared student, Administrator of
Employee status, comparative dependency ESS vs EX - Continued

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
For the general Employment population, a strong positive correlation is noted. This is not
surprising and predicted due to regular expected safety applied by employment and orientation
knowledge.

MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

88
98
92.60
2.53

10
100
51.67
22.89

10
100
51.67
22.89

88
98
92.60
2.53

Sterror
Ttest

2.542208795 SAE Group E 319-360
1.31443E-14 SAE Group E 319-360

Emphasis, the overall performance scores are not inspiring for neither the Student,
Administration, nor the Employment group. ESS variation exceeds 40%, and the best MEAN
ESS score is 53.10 by the administration, which is not reassuring.
***It has to be noted at this point before proceeding with the last safety tolerance analysis
(Appendix 4); that even though the T-testing does confirm the rejection of the Null hypothesis and
the trends presented are definitive for the values presented, that the ultimate factors affecting the
overall performance have to be established. A tolerance level must be established for the overall
population. Additionally, the Q-score calculated in appendix 2 shall demonstrate where
deficiencies caused by extreme variation and low scoring cause overall performance losses due to
systemic disjunctions with essential safety. Tolerance calculations shall confirm overall
performance and probabilities are varied scoring levels. Given leading indicators that denote
systemic deficiency, and the overall performances established by tolerance probabilities, the
hypothesis can be further suggested evidentially.
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Worksheet 7 –Student Faculty responses analysis per specified groups, declared area of
education, comparative dependency ESS vs EX
This section is used to simulate possible labor divisions in an occupational population. Actual
faculty names are omitted to avoid conflicts of interest.

T-test is inside of 95%, the Null hypothesis is accepted. Correlation “is not” confirmed.
This group may be exhibiting a proportional disjunction with the normal expectations due to the
approximate midstream intersection. Outliers may make this report skewed, as well as other
sociological factors. Further query is advised.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

14
72
56.16
19.74

5
95
53.16
21.39

5
95
53.16
21.39

14
72
56.16
19.74

Sterror
Ttest

21.66447 FAC Group 1 3-40
0.536617 FAC Group 1 3-40

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

68
74
71.50
2.61

25
80
52.50
17.13

25
80
52.50
17.13

68
74
71.50
2.61
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Sterror
Ttest

17.5103 FAC Group 2 47-66
0.000116 FAC Group 2 47-66
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Worksheet 7 –Student Faculty responses analysis per specified groups, declared area of
education, comparative dependency ESS vs EX – Continued

T-test is inside of 95%, the Null hypothesis is accepted. Correlation “is not” confirmed.
This group may be exhibiting a proportional disjunction with the normal expectations due to the
approximate downstream intersection and decreasing slope. Outliers may make this report
skewed, as well as other sociological factors. Further query is advised.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

70
76
74.56
1.74

20
85
61.11
24.21

20
85
61.11
24.21

70
76
74.56
1.74

Sterror
Ttest

1.799251 FAC Group 3 73-82
0.141251 FAC Group 3 73-82

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

71
77
74.88
2.42

10
75
52.50
23.90

10
75
52.50
23.90

71
77
74.88
2.42
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Sterror
Ttest

2.345152 FAC Group 4 88-95
0.039496 FAC Group 4 88-95
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Worksheet 7 –Student Faculty responses analysis per specified groups, declared area of
education, comparative dependency ESS vs EX – Continued
There was no response from FAC groups 5-8 directly, though some may have responded in the
undeclared group that follows.

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

72
77
75.75
2.31

20
70
48.13
16.68

20
70
48.13
16.68

72
77
75.75
2.31

Sterror
Ttest

2.064982 FAC Group 4 88-95
0.002662 FAC Group 4 88-95

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.

MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

73
79
77.00
1.96

5
95
48.85
25.67

5
95
48.85
25.67

73
79
77.00
1.96
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Sterror
Ttest

1.515302 FAC Group 10 116-128
0.002739 FAC Group 10 116-128
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Worksheet 7 –Student Faculty responses analysis per specified groups, declared area of
education, comparative dependency ESS vs EX – Continued

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
A strong negative correlation is indicated here.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

74
86
80.53
3.06

5
95
49.86
21.95

5
95
49.86
21.95

74
86
80.53
3.06

Sterror
Ttest

3.06348954 FAC Group 11 136-243
2.50185E-26 FAC Group 11 136-243

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
A strong negative correlation is indicated here.

MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

81
87
82.29
2.23

35
100
60.36
15.87

35
100
60.36
15.87

81
87
82.29
2.23
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Sterror
Ttest

15.18138617 FAC Group 1 3-40
0.000309958 FAC Group 1 3-40
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Worksheet 7 –Student Faculty responses analysis per specified groups, declared area of
education, comparative dependency ESS vs EX – Continued

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

82
90
85.49
2.35

5
90
51.41
20.74

5
90
51.41
20.74

82
90
85.49
2.35

Sterror
Ttest

12.13727042 FAC Group 13 213-308
1.20564E-21 FAC Group 13 213-308

T-test is well outside of 95%, therefore the Null hypothesis is rejected. Correlation confirmed.
This group may cause discrepancies with the accuracy of other groups due to the undeclared
status that may affect the overall reports in the other FAC divisions.
MIN
MAX
MEAN
SD

EX

ESS

ESS

EX

85
98
90.01
3.41

10
100
52.58
23.17

10
100
52.58
23.17

85
98
90.01
3.41
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Sterror
Ttest

3.429170462 FAC Undeclared 315-403
6.12672E-26 FAC Undeclared 315-403
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OSH499_Excel Workbook Report 3/16/2020 – APPENDIX 2
Q-Score report from essential questions: possible leading indicators

X axis indicates the number of the essential question; Y axis indicates the overall MEAN score for
each question. Low scores indicate possible leading indicators where the essential education
system may have failed; or where experience and training may be absent. Other sociological
factors may apply. The hypothesis being that if lows can be redressed, the overall SSI
performance can be increased. Emphasis on this page questions 3, 7, and 8 are crucial to safety
systems design. This tool is crucial to the targeting aspect of this method.
SUM

895

1300

450

1285

1340

MAX

1730

1730

1730

1730

1730

51.73410405

75.14450867

26.01156069

74.27745665

77.4566474

Accidents are reported
and recorded at work /
school.

All reported safety
incidents have to be
documented.

Chemical atmospheres
are monitored in labs / at
work. I have seen the
reports.

%score

I do not have to read SDS
I cannot be punished for if the foreman / professor
reporting safety issues.
does.

980

290

345

815

785

1730

1730

1730

1730

1730

56.64739884

16.76300578

19.94219653

47.10982659

45.37572254

I do not know where and
how to report safety
issues.

I have regular safety
review/ toolbox JHA or
JSA meetings.

I know where to find the
I know where the SDS written Emergency Action
I have seen safety reports files are and how to read
Plan and what my
after reporting issues.
them.
responsibilities are.
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550

1005

1015

1085

1730

1730

1730

1730

1730

31.79190751

58.09248555

58.67052023

62.71676301

60.98265896

Job descriptions have to
include descriptions of
Management does not
I know who my employee safety responsibility, and have to have a statement
My employer / school
/ student safety
safety performance
about safety
does not have to provide
representative is.
evaluations.
commitment.
an orientation for safety.

1055

My employer does not
have to provide drinking
water or a clean lunch
room.

Knowledge of the safety representative is crucial.
880

850

860

505

1730

1730

1730

1730

1330
1730

50.86705202

49.13294798

49.71098266

29.19075145

76.87861272

My employer or the
Universal precautions are
school has an established
not necessary if there is
and implemented and
Safety at work / the
blood spilled or human
maintained educational school is responsive and
There is a safety
fluids dispersed in classes
based safety training
reacts to reported safety The school / employer has committee for all the
/work areas. A can of
program.
issues.
a safety committee.
school / employer sites. Clorox wipes is just fine.

Knowledge of the general safety systems existence is critical. Therefore, this tool indicates that in
the minimum, five critical systems lack objective methodology within the system, or other
deficiencies have caused this failure.

General Score overall, MEAN Performance 50.92 Essential knowledge
Emphasis, Essential testing was for very basic OSHA 10 knowledge!!!

SD +/- 18.54
MIN
16.76

MAX
77.46
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50.92
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18.54
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OSH499_Excel Workbook Report 3/16/2020 – APPENDIX 3

Report of Qualtrics results, qualifiers and questions, % of responses.
The following is the actual report from the Qualtrics survey formatted in
MS Word with tables from the source.
Only subjective assumptions are gained from these assessments such that
responses that indicate substantial lows, such as the Q-Score report may
indicate the need to assess those indicators in more detail.
***Certain existential question responses may indicate other sociological
factors may be affecting the overall considerations of existential safety.
**Essential knowledge indicators are addressed in the previous appendix.
Of note is the relative similarity of the number of respondents in the AGE
vs the Experience divisions.
Notable also is the substantive majority of respondents from Montana
which may affect the definitions presented statistically and subjectively
based on historic, state and federal references.
It has to be noted also that the majority of respondents were students, and
the majorative AGE and Experience groups are represented by those
students with little or no work experience.
Engineering was the highest number responding group.
The OSH department responded substantially though their specific
responses oddly, did not qualify rejection of the NULL hypothesis.
BOULET OSH499 FINAL REPORT, ADDENDUM 1
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Default Report
SSI refit 02042020
February 20th, 2020, 9:46 am MST

Q2 - My age group is...

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

My age group is...

1.00

10.00

2.90

2.35

5.51

382

#

Answer

%

Count

1

18 -21

43.72%

167

2

22-25

18.59%

71

3

26-30

6.81%

26

4

31-35

5.50%

21

5

36-40

4.45%

17

6

41-50

7.85%

30

7

51-60

8.38%

32

8

61-70

4.19%

16

10

more

0.52%

2

Total

100%

382
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Q3 - My work experience with employers with safety programs is: (years)

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
My work experience with
employers with safety programs is:
(years)

1.00

10.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

3.15

2.34

5.49

379

#

Answer

%

Count

1

0

33.25%

126

2

1

14.51%

55

3

2-4

21.11%

80

4

5-9

8.18%

31

5

10-15

6.33%

24

6

16-20

5.01%

19

7

21-25

3.69%

14

8

26-30

2.64%

10

9

30-40

4.49%

17

10

more

0.79%

3

Total

100%

379
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Q4 - I grew up in...?

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

I grew up in...?

1.00

3.00

1.37

0.54

0.30

379

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Montana

65.96%

250

2

Another state

30.87%

117

3

Another country

3.17%

12

Total

100%

379
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Q5 - I am a: (Choose one best answer, click the letter in parentheses please.)
Student (S), Employee (E), Administrator or Professor (A)

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I am a: (Choose one best answer,
click the letter in parentheses
please.) Student (S), Employee (E),
Administrator or Professor (A)

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.38

0.69

0.48

378

#

Answer

%

Count

1

S

74.60%

282

2

E

13.23%

50

3

A

12.17%

46

Total

100%

378
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Q90 - I am studying under the _____________ faculty presently. (Select best fit.)

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I am studying under the
_____________ faculty presently.
(Select best fit.)

1.00

19.00

9.35

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
5.89

34.67

282

#

Answer

%

Count

1

OSH/ IH

17.38%

49

2

Nursing

7.09%

20

3

Gen Science

3.55%

10

4

Cmpt Science

3.19%

9

5

Gen Arts

0.00%

0

9

Petroleum Eng

2.84%

8

10

Electrical Eng

4.61%

13

11

Other Eng

39.36%

111

12

Business

6.03%

17

19

Other

15.96%

45

Total

100%

282
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Q7 - I am not responsible for the safety of others. They should fend for themselves.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I am not responsible for the safety
of others. They should fend for
themselves.

1.00

5.00

4.17

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
1.05

1.09

375

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

2.93%

11

2

Somewhat agree

7.47%

28

3

Neither agree nor disagree

7.73%

29

4

Somewhat disagree

33.87%

127

5

Strongly disagree

48.00%

180

Total

100%

375
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Q8 - I am not safe at work / school.

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

I am not safe at work / school.

1.00

5.00

4.40

0.87

0.76

375

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

1.07%

4

2

Somewhat agree

4.27%

16

3

Neither agree nor disagree

6.93%

26

4

Somewhat disagree

29.33%

110

5

Strongly disagree

58.40%

219

Total

100%

375
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Q9 - I am responsible for my personal safety.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I am responsible for my personal
safety.

1.00

5.00

1.26

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
0.59

0.34

375

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

77.60%

291

2

Somewhat agree

20.80%

78

3

Neither agree nor disagree

0.27%

1

4

Somewhat disagree

0.27%

1

5

Strongly disagree

1.07%

4

Total

100%

375
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Q10 - I come from a safe community.

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

I come from a safe community.

1.00

5.00

1.93

0.90

0.81

374

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

34.22%

128

2

Somewhat agree

47.06%

176

3

Neither agree nor disagree

10.70%

40

4

Somewhat disagree

7.22%

27

5

Strongly disagree

0.80%

3

Total

100%

374
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Q11 - I don’t feel safe at school / work.

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

I don’t feel safe at school / work.

1.00

5.00

4.36

0.90

0.80

372

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

0.27%

1

2

Somewhat agree

6.72%

25

3

Neither agree nor disagree

6.99%

26

4

Somewhat disagree

29.03%

108

5

Strongly disagree

56.99%

212

Total

100%

372
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Q12 - I don’t need to bother teaching others about tools or equipment safety. It is
someone else’s job.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I don’t need to bother teaching
others about tools or equipment
safety. It is someone else’s job.

1.00

5.00

4.22

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
0.88

0.77

369

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

1.08%

4

2

Somewhat agree

4.07%

15

3

Neither agree nor disagree

11.38%

42

4

Somewhat disagree

38.75%

143

5

Strongly disagree

44.72%

165

Total

100%

369
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Q13 - I feel I have not been well trained in safety.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I feel I have not been well trained
in safety.

1.00

5.00

3.83

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
1.06

1.13

369

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

2.44%

9

2

Somewhat agree

10.30%

38

3

Neither agree nor disagree

21.14%

78

4

Somewhat disagree

34.42%

127

5

Strongly disagree

31.71%

117

Total

100%

369
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Q14 - I played safe when I was a child.

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

I played safe when I was a child.

1.00

5.00

3.11

1.25

1.57

368

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

10.33%

38

2

Somewhat agree

27.45%

101

3

Neither agree nor disagree

19.02%

70

4

Somewhat disagree

27.72%

102

5

Strongly disagree

15.49%

57

Total

100%

368
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Q15 - I should not bother warning others about unsafe situations. It’s their
business.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I should not bother warning others
about unsafe situations. It’s their
business.

1.00

5.00

4.54

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
0.70

0.49

367

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

0.27%

1

2

Somewhat agree

2.45%

9

3

Neither agree nor disagree

3.27%

12

4

Somewhat disagree

31.06%

114

5

Strongly disagree

62.94%

231

Total

100%

367
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Q16 - I was not taught about safety at home growing up.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I was not taught about safety at
home growing up.

1.00

5.00

4.02

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
1.14

1.31

367

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

4.09%

15

2

Somewhat agree

9.81%

36

3

Neither agree nor disagree

10.35%

38

4

Somewhat disagree

31.34%

115

5

Strongly disagree

44.41%

163

Total

100%

367
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Q17 - I was taught to work safely.

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

I was taught to work safely.

1.00

5.00

1.63

0.73

0.53

367

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

48.50%

178

2

Somewhat agree

43.32%

159

3

Neither agree nor disagree

5.72%

21

4

Somewhat disagree

1.91%

7

5

Strongly disagree

0.54%

2

Total

100%

367
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Q18 - It is important to discuss safety before starting a project.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
It is important to discuss safety
before starting a project.

1.00

5.00

1.42

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
0.74

0.55

367

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

68.39%

251

2

Somewhat agree

24.80%

91

3

Neither agree nor disagree

4.09%

15

4

Somewhat disagree

1.63%

6

5

Strongly disagree

1.09%

4

Total

100%

367
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Q19 - Management is responsible for my safety, like the safety manager,
coordinator, or my supervisor. I do not have to act on safety because it is taken
care of.

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Management is responsible for my
safety, like the safety manager,
coordinator, or my supervisor. I do
not have to act on safety because it
is taken care of.

1.00

5.00

4.22

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

0.97

0.94

367

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

1.36%

5

2

Somewhat agree

6.81%

25

3

Neither agree nor disagree

9.81%

36

4

Somewhat disagree

32.97%

121

5

Strongly disagree

49.05%

180

Total

100%

367
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Q20 - Organized group such as Scouts or 4H are not important to safety.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Organized group such as Scouts or
4H are not important to safety.

1.00

5.00

3.85

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
1.01

1.02

366

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

1.64%

6

2

Somewhat agree

5.46%

20

3

Neither agree nor disagree

33.61%

123

4

Somewhat disagree

25.14%

92

5

Strongly disagree

34.15%

125

Total

100%

366
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Q21 - Regular safety meetings are important in school / at work.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Regular safety meetings are
important in school / at work.

1.00

5.00

1.94

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
0.99

0.99

365

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

38.36%

140

2

Somewhat agree

41.10%

150

3

Neither agree nor disagree

11.78%

43

4

Somewhat disagree

6.03%

22

5

Strongly disagree

2.74%

10

Total

100%

365
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Q22 - Safety is clearly defined at my work / school.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Safety is clearly defined at my
work / school.

1.00

5.00

2.24

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
1.00

1.00

364

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

23.35%

85

2

Somewhat agree

45.05%

164

3

Neither agree nor disagree

18.41%

67

4

Somewhat disagree

10.99%

40

5

Strongly disagree

2.20%

8

Total

100%

364
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Q23 - Safety is important to me.

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

Safety is important to me.

1.00

5.00

1.39

0.67

0.45

364

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

68.13%

248

2

Somewhat agree

26.92%

98

3

Neither agree nor disagree

3.30%

12

4

Somewhat disagree

0.82%

3

5

Strongly disagree

0.82%

3

Total

100%

364
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Q24 - Safety is not as important as it is made out to be.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Safety is not as important as it is
made out to be.

1.00

5.00

4.21

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
1.00

1.01

363

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

1.10%

4

2

Somewhat agree

8.54%

31

3

Neither agree nor disagree

9.64%

35

4

Somewhat disagree

29.20%

106

5

Strongly disagree

51.52%

187

Total

100%

363
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Q25 - Safety should be taught everywhere.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Safety should be taught
everywhere.

1.00

5.00

1.48

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
0.79

0.62

363

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

65.01%

236

2

Somewhat agree

26.17%

95

3

Neither agree nor disagree

6.34%

23

4

Somewhat disagree

0.83%

3

5

Strongly disagree

1.65%

6

Total

100%

363
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Q26 - The professor or the management is responsible for my safety.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
The professor or the management
is responsible for my safety.

1.00

5.00

3.27

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
1.23

1.52

362

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Strongly agree

6.08%

22

2

Somewhat agree

27.62%

100

3

Neither agree nor disagree

19.89%

72

4

Somewhat disagree

26.24%

95

5

Strongly disagree

20.17%

73

Total

100%

362
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Q27 - Accidents are reported and recorded at work / school.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Accidents are reported and
recorded at work / school.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.83

0.96

0.92

362

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

56.08%

203

2

False

5.25%

19

3

I do not know

38.67%

140

Total

100%

362
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Q28 - All reported safety incidents have to be documented.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
All reported safety incidents have
to be documented.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.45

0.81

0.65

362

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

75.41%

273

2

False

4.42%

16

3

I do not know

20.17%

73

Total

100%

362
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Q29 - Chemical atmospheres are monitored in labs / at work. I have seen the
reports.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Chemical atmospheres are
monitored in labs / at work. I have
seen the reports.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

2.37

0.87

0.76

361

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

26.32%

95

2

False

9.97%

36

3

I do not know

63.71%

230

Total

100%

361
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Q30 - I cannot be punished for reporting safety issues.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I cannot be punished for reporting
safety issues.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.43

0.78

0.61

362

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

75.14%

272

2

False

6.63%

24

3

I do not know

18.23%

66

Total

100%

362
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Q31 - I do not have to read SDS if the foreman / professor does.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I do not have to read SDS if the
foreman / professor does.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

2.19

0.42

0.17

361

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

0.83%

3

2

False

78.95%

285

3

I do not know

20.22%

73

Total

100%

361
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Q32 - I do not know where and how to report safety issues.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I do not know where and how to
report safety issues.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.87

0.63

0.40

360

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

27.50%

99

2

False

58.06%

209

3

I do not know

14.44%

52

Total

100%

360
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Q33 - I have regular safety review/ toolbox JHA or JSA meetings.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I have regular safety review/
toolbox JHA or JSA meetings.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

2.05

0.64

0.40

357

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

17.93%

64

2

False

59.38%

212

3

I do not know

22.69%

81

Total

100%

357
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Q34 - I have seen safety reports after reporting issues.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I have seen safety reports after
reporting issues.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

2.19

0.77

0.59

355

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

21.97%

78

2

False

36.90%

131

3

I do not know

41.13%

146

Total

100%

355
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Q35 - I know where the SDS files are and how to read them.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I know where the SDS files are and
how to read them.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.79

0.84

0.71

357

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

47.90%

171

2

False

24.93%

89

3

I do not know

27.17%

97

Total

100%

357
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Q36 - I know where to find the written Emergency Action Plan and what my
responsibilities are.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I know where to find the written
Emergency Action Plan and what my
responsibilities are.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.77

0.81

0.65

359

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

47.08%

169

2

False

29.25%

105

3

I do not know

23.68%

85

Total

100%

359
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Q37 - I know who my employee / student safety representative is.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
I know who my employee / student
safety representative is.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.95

0.79

0.63

358

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

34.08%

122

2

False

36.87%

132

3

I do not know

29.05%

104

Total

100%

358
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Q38 - Job descriptions have to include descriptions of safety responsibility, and
safety performance evaluations.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Job descriptions have to include
descriptions of safety responsibility,
and safety performance evaluations.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.72

0.91

0.83

357

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

59.38%

212

2

False

8.96%

32

3

I do not know

31.65%

113

Total

100%

357
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Q39 - Management does not have to have a statement about safety commitment.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Management does not have to have
a statement about safety
commitment.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

2.28

0.56

0.32

356

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

5.90%

21

2

False

60.39%

215

3

I do not know

33.71%

120

Total

100%

356
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Q40 - My employer / school does not have to provide an orientation for safety.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
My employer / school does not have
to provide an orientation for safety.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

2.23

0.55

0.30

355

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

5.92%

21

2

False

64.79%

230

3

I do not know

29.30%

104

Total

100%

355
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Q41 - My employer does not have to provide drinking water or a clean lunchroom.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
My employer does not have to
provide drinking water or a clean
lunchroom.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

2.19

0.57

0.33

351

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

8.83%

31

2

False

63.82%

224

3

I do not know

27.35%

96

Total

100%

351
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Q42 - My employer or the school has an established and implemented and
maintained educational based safety training program.

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
My employer or the school has an
established and implemented and
maintained educational based safety
training program.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.84

0.94

0.89

352

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

53.69%

189

2

False

8.81%

31

3

I do not know

37.50%

132

Total

100%

352
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Q43 - Safety at work / the school is responsive and reacts to reported safety issues.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Safety at work / the school is
responsive and reacts to reported
safety issues.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.91

0.96

0.91

351

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

50.43%

177

2

False

7.98%

28

3

I do not know

41.60%

146

Total

100%

351
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Q44 - The school / employer has a safety committee.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
The school / employer has a safety
committee.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.92

0.98

0.96

350

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

52.57%

184

2

False

3.14%

11

3

I do not know

44.29%

155

Total

100%

350
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Q45 - There is a safety committee for all the school / employer sites.

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
There is a safety committee for all
the school / employer sites.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

2.30

0.92

0.85

348

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

31.90%

111

2

False

5.75%

20

3

I do not know

62.36%

217

Total

100%

348
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Q46 - Universal precautions are not necessary if there is blood spilled or human
fluids dispersed in classes /work areas. A can of Clorox wipes is just fine.

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Universal precautions are not
necessary if there is blood spilled or
human fluids dispersed in classes
/work areas. A can of Clorox wipes is
just fine.

1.00

3.00

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

2.14

0.41

0.17

347

#

Answer

%

Count

1

True

2.59%

9

2

False

81.27%

282

3

I do not know

16.14%

56

Total

100%

347
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OSH499_Excel Workbook Report 3/16/2020 – APPENDIX 4
Variance analysis by overall performance scores, Z-testing and safety
tolerance calculations and methods
The greatest issue with presenting a norm for a highly variable group is to choose a suitable center, a
common place where the extreme social variables express some measure of commonality.
Consider the following table:

Centrality is defined in the positions Z on the graded “x” axis; MEAN=0, and we can presume one or
two tailed assumptions to define division results as per the question. T-testing previously was
considered exclusively with a 2-tailed to eliminate all outliers and to challenge the probability for
more certainty of the hypothetical correlation. In this logical tolerance assessment the “AND”
question is considered along with a one tailed question: What is the total scores up to a given point
inclusively. The AND question is: when does essential and essential coincide, and by how much.
The goal is to assign a safety tolerance range and probability between. However, we must
subjectively first assign a center where most results coincide. Where Z=0, it is the mean of any
sample population. If we consider where values Z approach zero, the most common mean
between EX values and ESS values is Z70, where the group scores are 70% in either test plus or
minus 0.8Z. The occurrence is random.
I observe now, that (without proper interpolation):
at @ Z70 we have a differential of +/- 0.8 Z (Which is substantial denoted some irregularity or
disjunction within the contexts tested in the population) I assume in this that a stable and nonvariable system with higher and closer correlated ESS and EX scores, that a more narrow band of
difference would be defined.
The actual grades considered are (<=70% EX or ESS grade score) more or less,
the ESS Z=0.08278 representing 79.67% of respondents (from a normal Z table).
Note: normality is expressed in the original histography presented in the first part of the
appendices.
Then EX Z= -.81199 is 20.89% respondents (from normal table Z)
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Managing these results is difficult as noted, so as a management solution at EX scores @ <=70%;
we consider probability of both series P=(1-Z) using an "AND" function logic as noted previously,
defined by a single tailed regression, to imitate a scoring grade system, as this is the essential intent
of the scoring system. How many respondents are below Z=x.
We ascertain probability by the Z tables
So,
P(EX)=1- .20897= .79103 and
P(ESS)=1-.79673=.20327
The probability AND function defines further:
P(EX)(ESS)= .79103 x .20327 = .160793 x 100 (Multiplied by 100 to obtain a percentage value)
= 16.078% chance of operating at <70% EX and <70% ESS
We have to presume that due to the high variability that an average count of respondents is
referred to:
We calculate averaged respondent count by: (Approximating by rounding for this example)
Note, because the probability represents value to the left of Z, then we deduct the calculated
average probability, then deduct % partial respondents averaged from the total 100% of total
respondents
(@80+20)/2= 50%
= 50% attendance.

(100 - 50)

We then express the over all SSI score as a Z representation of probability.
The overall SSI Zscore at Z70 is 1.54 (table .93822) or 93.8% SSI factored overall performance.
We presume this value is 93.8 of 100 respondents, or a total SSI probability of the whole.
We can now express the total overall performance of the group at that performance level by
stating:
At Z70, 98.3% overall performance is expected for 50% respondents, 16.1% of the time.
This result does not look very favorable for the organization at approximate centrality.
(Emphasis +/- .8 Z for centrality at Z70 is substantially variable) Therefore, we can suspect some
form of systemic safety disfunction exists within the group separating the predictable correlation
from the faults related in the expression above. And as a positive correlation between ESS vs EX
scores is expected, we assume that a more functional safety group, perhaps an industrial model
with an enforced safety culture and representative respondent safety climate would provide a
higher overall performance and wider tolerance window. More respondent would perform higher
overall.
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Here we note that the window cannot exceed 16.1% for only 50% of respondents. I would
conclude using this method the safety tolerance window is quite narrow at 70% performance
expectations.
We must emphasize here as well, considering the worksheet 7 tabulated results, that within the
largest sample group students, divided into FAC divisions, that 2 sample groups failed the
hypothetical testing accepting the NULL hypothesis, while of the 8 others that rejected the NULL
hypothesis, that 3 demonstrated negative slope correlations, indicating some form of disjunction.
The deviations must be considered remarkable, and emphasis here is placed on worksheets 3 (AGE)
and 4 (EXP) that demonstrated that a predominantly negative slope correlation was demonstrated
for the majorative first 3 divisions, the younger and least experienced respondents. This
demonstrates overall that the general safety presumption that younger workers (respondents) do
have increased safety risk attached to their lack of essential to existential safety correlation. 1
Young workers, ages 14-24, are at risk of workplace injury because of their
inexperience at work and their physical, cognitive, and emotional developmental
characteristics. OSHA.gov
This method of safety tolerance calculation can be used to assess the safety tolerance at other
scoring positions. It can typically be used to calculate the tolerance within any class or division
likewise. This additional tool therefore can assess any approximated risk at any level and for any
population.
As examples I select other values from the table of Ztest values above.
If we calculate the same performance indicators at the MEAN ESS score of @ 51.95%;
Zex=-2.45738 = .00714 (0.714%)
Zess=-0.09001= .46414 (46.414%)
And
P(EX)= 1-.00714=.99286
P(ESS)=1-.46414=.53586
Then
P(EX)(ESS)= .99286 x .53586=.532034 x 100 = 53.20%
And
Attendance (46.414+.714)/2=23.56% (100- 23.56 = 76.44%)
And
SSI Zscore overall at Z50= .46341 = .67724 (67.72%)
Therefore:
67.72% SSI factored overall performance, at >50% EX or ESS scores, for 76.44% attendance 53.2%
of the time

1

United Stated Department of Labor, Occupational Health and Safety Administration, Young Workers,
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/young_workers.html, cited 3/17/2020
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This range seems to imitate the MEAN average ESS score performance over all with 53.2% chances
of success. It may seem more representative of the population though does not represent
approximate centrality. It is notable that at the MEAN average range for ESS that >76% of
respondents are effectively respondent at @50% scores, @50% of the time which is perhaps more
representative of the overall performance of the majority MEAN of the scoring. However, to
presume a 50/50 scoring <68% overall performance expected for the majority is a poor expectation
because the Z differential and variability is Z>2.5. So widening the safety tolerance to accept more
respondents does not effectively increase chances of better overall performance. It increases
chances of increased error or other sociological factors that may affect safety.
I presume this could be measured at any scoring range given and if we consider the highest scoring
respondents, we calculate the same performance indicators at the max Zscore of Z95; where Z
differential>3.22
Zex=1.24474 = .89251 (89.25%)
Zess=1.98627 = .97615 (97.62%)
P(EX)= 1-.89251 = .10749
P(ESS)= 1-.97615 = .02385
P(EX)(ESS)=.10749 x .02385 = .00256 = .26%
Attendance (89.25 + 97.62)/2= 93.42% (100-93.42)= 6.58%
SSI Zscore overall at Z95=3.15233 = .99918 (99.92%)
The result being: 99.92% SSI factored overall performance, at >95% EX or ESS scores, for 6.58%
attendance 0.26% of the time
This seems to indicate the rarity of high score excellence and small percentage of attendance that
is making the high grade, but also notes by the SSI score that the expected performance from the
few is very high, for the small number that do perform. The question that arises then is how to
address the disfunctions inherent in the system and to adjust the overall performance in such a
manner as to increase the MEAN overall SSI score and as a result, widen the safety window of
tolerance for more employees at higher achievement scores.
This system requires further testing. In order to test the hypothesis further it will have to be field
tested with an employer with a very highly safety record where essential skills are expected, and an
existential safety climate is assured.
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Appendix 5 – JBZTOOLZ - “XL Safety Systems” – Sales Proposal
July 28, 2019

WRIT322W
Prof: Dr. Glen Southergill
Montana Tech, Summer 2019
Project 2 Final: Proposal Rev 4.0
By: Jacques F. Boulet

JBZTOOLZ
Division of Gold Mountain Home Analysis LLC

EFFICIENCY, ENVIRONMENT, ECONOMY

Presents

“XL Safety Systems”
Coming soon to a safe and profitable worksite near you.
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CAVEAT

The following production is a real and true company draft and is protected under
copyright law.
It serves the intentions and business plans of Gold Mountain Home Analysis LLC.
The author / student asks you to please respect the copy protections.
For full reproduction, please contact:
Jacques F. Boulet
406 560 6824
JBZTOOLZ@outlook.com
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7/24/2019, This worker is operating a handheld gasoline powered stone saw.
How many OSHA citations might be cited for this work behavior?
Is management responsible?
Answers follow on the last page…
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Jacques François Boulet
Member manager, GMHA LLC, JBZTOOLZ, XL Safety Systems
1007 Lexington, Butte Montana 59701 CELL PHONE 406 560 6824
JBZTOOLZ@outlook.com, Skype: wolfzone77
July 28, 2019

To: MR. / MS. (First Last Name)
Manager, Company XYZ
Butte Montana 59701

Dear neighbor,

XL Safety systems invites you to a profitable and safe future. We respect and understand your
complex local needs in safety and business. We have been business owners operating in Deerlodge
County, Silverbow, and Powell county since 2007. Our home company Gold Mountain Home
Analysis LLC has spawned many healthy and safe market responses such as JBZTOOLZ and we
hope you will consider our latest addition to the family, XL Safety Systems.
We understand Butte Americas “Crucible of Change” and the effects of the “Copper Collar” that
made Butte and her peoples who they are.2 We also understand the present challenges of our
decelerating local economy. XL Safety Systems has a new innovative solution that will help, and we
would like to share it with you helping our neighbors to excel and exemplify safety. By building a
safer, more profitable future together we all succeed.
Thank you for considering our proposal.

Jacques F. Boulet, Member manager Gold Mountain Home Analysis LLC

2

Fritz, Harry; Swartout, Robert; and Barrett, Evan, "Episode 01: Copper Collar: Montana's 75 Years as a Corporate
Colony" (2015). Crucible Video Episodes. 1.
https://digitalcommons.mtech.edu/crucible_episodes/1
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XL Safety Systems Motto:

XL Safety Systems cares,
and we understand and are conscious of the
difficulties small company employers may face in the
competitive Butte Market. It is our goal to find the
means to make safety work for all concerned.
We understand employers needs and cooperate with
authorities and employers and assist clients by
providing dedicated service; making profitability and
mutual unified safety a priority for all Montanan’s.
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From our manager to you: “Why choose XL Safety Services…”
The Butte America market originates from almost 150 years of Buttes amazing history. It is a
paradigm defined uniquely in Butte.3 National corporate responsibility was created by hard
working, dedicated, and compassionate Butte people who fought to preserve each other and their
community. Butte’s history is ripe with fact and fuel for the fire for the refining crucible.
XL Safety Systems refined solution is a twofold response. First, there is the moral question of the
corporate and social responsibility of mutual safety. Second, there is huge profit potential for
administration and employees alike.4 The stifled Montana’s GDP compared to other heartland states
does not equate to the very high safety incident rate. On average, Montana unemployment is very
high, so you might presume the employment safety incident rate should be low. 5 It is not. It is
double, and in some employment areas it is triple and more. We care. We respond.
High safety incidence creates a market potential in the industry that creates a high market demand
for BS OSH professionals.6 We intend to hire and train local MTech students to assist in this active
response plan. Start-ups and middle range contractors cannot afford full time safety personnel. XL
Safety Systems intends to respond to that market potential by creating an affordable audit based,
staged educational support program. We support state and federal goals while assisting local
companies create integrated systems that reinforce that moral commitment. So, in minimizing
losses you increase profit potential boosting the local economy.

3

PEW, A Backyard Disaster in Montana—And Next Door to Everyone (Fall 2008 Trust Magazine article), October 1,
2008, The memorial is a homegrown homage to the 168 men who died in the Granite Mountain-Speculator Fire, which
broke out the night of June 8, 1917, and which remains, 91 years later, the worst hardrock mining disaster in United
States history. https://www.pewtrusts.org/research-and-analysis/reports/2008/10/01/a-backyard-disaster-inmontanaand-next-door-to-everyone-fall-2008-trust-magazine-article
4
OSHA.gov, Recommended Practices for Safety and Health Programs, A safe workplace is sound business,
https://www.osha.gov/shpguidelines/
5
Montana.gov, DLI, Research and Analysis Bureau, Montana State Library, “Economy, Montana’s Economic
Performance” https://mslservices.mt.gov/legislative_snapshot/Economy/Default.aspx
6
MT Tech, Safety, Health and Industrial Hygiene, Placement, Bachelor of Science, Applied Health & Safety Science,
https://www.mtech.edu/mines-engineering/shih/careers-placement.html
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XL client specific auditing service is an educational experience, it provides:
-

Versatility: We are adjustable to client specific needs based on the local market. We respond
considering EFFICIENCY, ENVIRONMENT, and ECONOMY. We care.

-

Flexibility: XL Safety Systems are not directly affiliated with the State or OSHA, or other regulatory
agencies. We are unbiased and understand client needs first so we progress at your speed and design a
structured educational system designed for your schedule. We do recommend the many federal, state,
and State Fund safety training systems. We emphasize training and education. We are not obliged to
report any deficiencies not life threatening or immediately dangerous to life and health.

-

Adjustable: The Butte economy varies seasonally. Our contracting is not annual unless you want it to
be. We also understand when economic losses make additional expenditures impossible, so we create
variable management priority systems with set safety goals to help you achieve the best possible
outcomes based on your budget over a feasible timeline.

-

Tailored and Specific: We also understand that sometimes larger projects take more time and detailed
consideration. We also understand that you need to toe the line in the smaller projects as well because
details can be missed because of short term obligations. We assist you with simplified JSA (Job Site
Analysis), and DTA (Daily Task Analysis systems to assist in all projects.

-

XL audit and education process: The XL System is a staged learning process that understands that we
just can’t do it all at once. We work together with you to develop smoothly and completely, so we do
not miss any important details as you progress through our “7-step-program”.

-

Benchmarking: Audit based testing and goal setting is critical in the staging of the growth of a
professional and efficient safety program. Profit is the reason why you need auditing services. By
testing yourself using a semi-annual or quarterly audit program, your team will learn to appreciate its
own growth. You will develop a unified prideful culture and will become a fine-tuned profit machine.
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The XL Safety System: The 7 Stage system:
Philosophy: There are no acceptable losses.
We work with your people, to support and motivate them into the final stage of development. From
“BEDROCK to GOLD”, we believe in “ZERO”, that is, zero incident rate potential. Once your
team has reached the full potential you seek, we will help manage and hone your designed built
safety culture with you. You will become a fully self-sufficient organization able to maintain that
ZERO potential indefinitely maximizing your profits for all. Your management and team
commitment will guaranty that. We guaranty professional detailed assistance and guidance.

Critical Foundations first:
o

Stage 1: BEDROCK: Define your people and needs. A major defining factor defining Butte

social life is people caring for people and its people are your greatest asset. Montana is built on
people helping people. In this first founding step we will focus on our patent “safety cube”, the
basic building block of safety. We will work with you to mend broken relations and unify your
team under your flag. Your corporate brand is ultimately important, as is your safety branding.
These both must represent your commitment to your most important asset, people.
o

Stage 2: GRANITE: Physical Hazard Recognition: We assist you to see and recognize

where all the hazard potentials are, how to document and track, report and be responsible
management. We help you perfect housekeeping, and how to maintain JSA and DTA documents
and regular toolbox talks, how to educate your employees, the baseline for safe operations.
o

Stage 3: QUARTZ: The Required Program. We explain the law. OSHA, NIOSH, federal

and state obligations, all the reasons to step up to the next stage, your safety plan and program. We
help you to recognize what your obligations are, why it is important to be better than minimum.
*** Demonstrating this capability may eventually get you into certain elite organizations of
contractors who profit most, because their systems are perfected and proven.
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o

Stage 4: COPPER: The written safety document. Having discovered the potentials for harm,

and having reviewed the law and your legal obligations, we assist you in creating a maintainable
written safety program that surrounds your employees with the safety systems you created with us
based on stage 1-3 observation recognizing the duty of management and employees.
o

Stage 5: SILVER: Behavior Based safety. BBS becomes what we have developed. Bringing

the safety book alive, it makes your safety brand recognizable. It cleans and polishes the machine
works putting the team on the same professional track. It is the grease that make the machine run
smoothly. It is what makes a team, the team.
o

Stage 6: PLATINUM: Engagement. There is nothing more important as you advance

towards profitable recognition than your management and supervision. Failed safety reflects on
management first. We help you to run self-sufficiently, responsibly, to manage your own legal
obligations. We find ways to motivate your team and maintain their spirits to become professional
representatives of your flag. Your assets are worth protecting. Be the boss.
o

Stage 7: GOLD: Excellence, Independence. Now the culture is evolved and has taken on

its own life. Business is profiting because you care enough to have a plan. Employees are an
integral part of that plan. They act on your game precisely dedicated to you and each other. You are
ready to be a fully responsible safety-based organization. We expect by this stage that your insurers
will recognize your hard work. We will help collaborate with them and ensure that. You will have
documented the process with audits to prove your worth and gains. We will show you how to create
safety based professional bid documents that prove what you have evolved into a fully professional,
responsible, and profitable organization.
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What XL Safety Systems services cost you.
Benchmarking: Measurement
Benchmarking is the process of formal internal self-inspection, evaluation, testing and goals setting.
It is important because it is the only way that you can prove to insurers and general contractors that
you have made the grade and are worthy of those profitable contracts. It also proves your
commitment to your employees and the law because you took the time to care enough to test
yourself. That concept is proven in all profitable major safety industry sectors.7
Audits determine and prove compliance. By preparing you in advance, we can help you score
lower insurance mod rates. Audits also help you identify weaknesses so you can prospect costs and
other implications of self- improvement. Benchmarking is a helpful process that assists and fills
your safety toolbox with the best tools possible. It also checks the safety tools you have and cleans
and services them to perfection. By benchmarking, you will be setting higher standards than your
competitors. Benchmarking is profit potential and realizes your future market share.

Benchmark 1: Flat Rate: *$5000.00 USD (*Minimum variable with company size and assets)
Our primary general safety audit may take a week or more. We will interview you and your
employees and inspect operations. It is our objective to promote unity in the process. We will
explain the process to each employee on your behalf and let them know you care. Honesty is the
best policy. From here we will analyze your safety needs and prospect the requirements you may
have in all seven stages of growth and professional development and develop an investment plan.

Consider: What will your asset loss, insurance, and legal savings be with lower incident rates?

7

Safeopedia, Safety Audit Definition, What does Safety Audit Mean,
https://www.safeopedia.com/definition/486/safety-audit
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$$$$ - A typical work plan and cost schedule:
We charge a variable daily rate of $100 per day per employee. By law you are required to pass
OSHA inspections at least twice a year. After you invite XL Safety Systems to conduct the baseline
audit, we will schedule based on your budget and timeline. You will invest at least $100 twice a
year per employee so that we can assist you to meet OSHA standards.
Figuring that the state minimum requires a safety plan for a 5-employee contractor, and if you
include all management and employees together, a total of 6 with one manager,
= (6 x $100/employee) x (5 days minimum) x (2 annual weeks minimum)
= $6000 + $5000 (minimum initial audit fee) + ( variable fees and travel and LOA) = @ $12,000
Notably our homework is not done after we visit. We still have much to do on your behalf because
safety management is paperwork heavy. We dedicate this time to you and copy it all to you.
>>>OSHA requires incident reports within 24 hours, deaths within 8. In the case of an unfortunate
accident/injury, XL Safety Systems investigates and documents: $1000.00/day.
We offer other specialized documentation services (JSA, DTA)to prevent accident/injury.
TRAVEL and LOA $3 per mile: Our base fees above do not include travel costs and living out.
The average rate of pay for a safety manager in the USA varies from 48K to about 100K. 8 XL Safety
Systems benchmarking services represent less than 1/4 investment.
*** (XL

rates)

8

Payscal.com, Average Safety Manager Salary, $68723,
https://www.payscale.com/research/US/Job=Safety_Manager/Salary
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Your obligations under the law:
The following appendices are copied directly from the OSHA and MT.gov
websites by “public domain” for your consideration and use.

Legal Notice applies: One advantage of independent services is that XL Safety Services are not
obliged to report discrepancies and failings. We intend to work with you to achieve the highest
possible safety standards at the pace you can afford to get your systems shining for state or federal
inspections. However, we are not responsible for your legal obligations as we are independent.
We are observers, auditors, and educators only. We do not supervise or undertake any
responsibility while on site or otherwise. You are responsible for supervision and all liability.
XL Safety Services is a proponent and supporter of the Montana Safety Culture Act.
We enthusiastically support and promote all state and federal initiatives and laws and regulations.

We will report any safety issues that may have immediate circumstances that may cause harm to
employees, or any willful irresponsibility towards the state or OSHA regulations and laws that may
result in harm to others. Please understand how important earnest and honest management is. We
caution you to act accordingly and with full respect for the protection of employees.

Safety is a moral and legal concept best defined in the compassion that is the great people of
Butte Montana. Your assets are worth protecting.

All of Montana is looking forward to your excellence.
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Appendix 1: OSHA: https://www.osha.gov/as/opa/worker/employer-responsibility.html

Employer Responsibilities
Under the OSH law, employers have a responsibility to provide a safe workplace.
This is a short summary of key employer responsibilities:


Provide a workplace free from serious recognized hazards and comply with standards,
rules and regulations issued under the OSH Act.



Examine workplace conditions to make sure they conform to applicable OSHA standards.



Make sure employees have and use safe tools and equipment and properly maintain this
equipment.



Use color codes, posters, labels or signs to warn employees of potential hazards.



Establish or update operating procedures and communicate them so that employees
follow safety and health requirements.



Employers must provide safety training in a language and vocabulary workers can
understand.



Employers with hazardous chemicals in the workplace must develop and implement a
written hazard communication program and train employees on the hazards they are
exposed to and proper precautions (and a copy of safety data sheets must be readily
available). See the OSHA page on Hazard Communication.



Provide medical examinations and training when required by OSHA standards.



Post, at a prominent location within the workplace, the OSHA poster (or the state-plan
equivalent) informing employees of their rights and responsibilities.



Report to the nearest OSHA office all work-related fatalities within 8 hours, and all
work-related inpatient hospitalizations, all amputations and all losses of an eye within
24 hours. Call our toll-free number: 1-800-321-OSHA (6742); TTY 1-877-889-5627.
[Employers under federal OSHA's jurisdiction were required to begin reporting by Jan.
1, 2015. Establishments in a state with a state-run OSHA program should contact their
state plan for the implementation date].



Keep records of work-related injuries and illnesses. (Note: Employers with 10 or fewer
employees and employers in certain low-hazard industries are exempt from this
requirement.



Provide employees, former employees and their representatives access to the Log of
Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses (OSHA Form 300). On February 1, and for three
months, covered employers must post the summary of the OSHA log of injuries and
illnesses (OSHA Form 300A).



Provide access to employee medical records and exposure records to employees or their
authorized representatives.
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Provide to the OSHA compliance officer the names of authorized employee
representatives who may be asked to accompany the compliance officer during
an inspection.



Not discriminate against employees who exercise their rights under the Act. See our
"Whistleblower Protection" webpage.



Post OSHA citations at or near the work area involved. Each citation must remain posted
until the violation has been corrected, or for three working days, whichever is longer.
Post abatement verification documents or tags.



Correct cited violations by the deadline set in the OSHA citation and submit required
abatement verification documentation.



OSHA encourages all employers to adopt a safety and health program. Safety and health
programs, known by a variety of names, are universal interventions that can
substantially reduce the number and severity of workplace injuries and alleviate the
associated financial burdens on U.S. workplaces. Many states have requirements or
voluntary guidelines for workplace safety and health programs. Also, numerous
employers in the United States already manage safety using safety and health programs,
and we believe that all employers can and should do the same. Most successful safety
and health programs are based on a common set of key elements. These include
management leadership, worker participation, and a systematic approach to finding and
fixing hazards. OSHA's Safe and Sound page contains more information.



For more information, refer to the following online publications and resources.
All About OSHA
OSHA Inspections
Top Ten OSHA Standards Cited



For more information, see OSHA's enforcement page
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Appendix 2: OSHA: https://www.osha.gov/Publications/Mach_SafeGuard/rights.html
Worker Rights and Responsibilities
If you are a worker, you have the right to:
request an OSHA inspection for workplace hazards, violations of OSHA standards, or violations of
the OSH Act (your name will be kept confidential on request);
have an authorized employee representative accompany the OSHA compliance officer on the
workplace inspection;
confer informally with the OSHA compliance officer (in private, if preferred);
be notified by your employer of any citations issued for alleged violations of standards at the
workplace, and of your employer's requests for variances or for changes in the abatement period;
contest the abatement time set in any citation issued to your employer by OSHA;
file a complaint with OSHA if you believe that you have been dismissed, demoted, or otherwise
discriminated against for exercising rights under OSHA;
file a complaint with Federal OSHA authorities if your State agency fails to administer a State
program as effectively as required by OSHA;
ask OSHA about any tests performed in your workplace, the results of inspections, and any decision
not to take action on a complaint;
receive information from your employer about hazards and safety measures applicable to the
workplace, OSHA standards relevant to your job, and the record of accidents and illnesses in the
workplace;
ask that National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health evaluate and provide information on
the substances used in your workplace;
refuse to work in an imminent danger situation, under certain conditions;
submit written information or comment to OSHA on the issuance, revocation, or modification of an
OSHA standard and to request a public hearing; and
observe the monitoring and measuring of toxic substances in the workplace if you are exposed, and
to have access to any records of your exposure.
You also have the responsibility to:
read the OSHA poster in the workplace;
comply with all the OSHA standards, with all requirements of your State-approved plan (if any), and
with the employer's safety and health rules;
report any hazards immediately to your supervisor,
report to your supervisor any job-related illness or injury; and
cooperate fully with the OSHA compliance officer who inspects your workplace.
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Appendix 3: Montana State Safety Requirements:

Montana is an OSHA state, so except for state and federal employers, the Montana Safety Culture
Act applies to all employers and employees in the state of Montana. 9

Montana State Fund administers Workers Compensation insurance in the state and offers many
free services and consultations that are heartily supported by XL Safety Services. When you
consider these state requirements, we hope you will recognize the many ways XL Safety Services
can assist your company thrive.
The Montana Safety Culture Act (MSCA) enacted by the 1993 Montana state
legislature encourages workers and employers to come together to create and
implement a workplace safety philosophy. It is the intent of the act to raise
workplace safety to a preeminent position in the minds of all Montana’s workers
and employers.
Therefore, it is the responsibility and duty of employers to participate in the
development and implementation of safety programs that will meet the specific
needs of their workplace; thereby establishing a safety culture that will help
create a safe work environment for all future generations of Montanans.

9

Montana State Fund, Safety Education, Montana Safety Culture Act, Brochure added, https://safemt.com/safetyeducation/safety-programs/montana-safety-culture-act/
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MSCA REQUIREMENTS
Every employer shall establish implement and maintain an
educational based training program which shall, at a minimum:
1. Provide each new employee with a general safety orientation containing
information common to all employees and appropriate to the business operations,
before they begin their regular job duties.
2. Provide job or task-specific safety training appropriate for employees before
they perform that job or task without direct supervision.
3. Offer continuing regular refresher safety training.
4. Provide a system for the employer and their employees to develop an
awareness and appreciation of safety through tools such as newsletters, periodic
safety meetings, posters, and safety incentive programs.
5. Provide periodic self-inspection for hazard assessment when the safety
program is implemented, new worksites are established, and thereafter as is
appropriate to the business operations, but at least annually, which:
i. Identifies hazards and unsafe work practices or conditions.
ii. Identifies corrective actions needed.
iii. Documents corrective action taken.
6. Include documentation of performance of activities listed in (1) through (5)
above. This documentation must be kept by the employer for three years.
All employers having more than five employees are to have a comprehensive
and effective safety program which must include the following:
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1. Policies and procedures that assign specific safety responsibilities and safety
performance accountability.
2. Procedures for reporting, investigating, and taking corrective action on all
work-related incidents, accidents, injuries, illnesses and known unsafe work
conditions or practices.
3. Shall have a safety committee in place that complies with the requirements of
the MSCA.
Montana State Fund will assist their policyholders in establishing safety
programs that meet the requirements of the law upon their request.

XL Safety Services amplify the effectiveness of these free services but are not in any way
affiliated with any state or federal authorities.

XL Safety Services adds to and improves your odds of success because we are allowed to care as
independents. We care.

XL Safety Services look forward to serving you very soon.

Thank you for considering our proposal.
Best wishes for a safe and profitable future.
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Appendix 4: potential cost losses in bad safety
Fines and imprisonment:
https://www.osha.gov/penalties/

OSHA Penalties
Below are the maximum penalty amounts adjusted for inflation as of Jan. 23, 2019. (See OSHA Memo,
Jan 23, 2019).

Type of Violation

Penalty

Serious
Other-Than-Serious
Posting Requirements

$13,260 per violation

Failure to Abate

$13,260 per day beyond the abatement date

Willful or Repeated

$132,598 per violation

State Plan States
States that operate their own Occupational Safety and Health Plans are required to adopt maximum
penalty levels that are at least as effective as Federal OSHA's.

Asset losses:
Bad safety affects employee performance and increases chances of asset loss and damages to yours
and public property. Damaged equipment costs time and money. Injured employees mean time
loss for rehiring and retraining. Extended timelines mean losses on contracts. Profit losses are
measurable and meaningful. ZERO means higher profits, higher potentials.
OSHA provides free Onsite Consultations: https://www.osha.gov/dcsp/smallbusiness/consult.html
>>>>“The consultation is confidential and will not be reported routinely to the
OSHA inspection staff. No citations or penalties will be issued, and your only
obligation is to correct serious job safety and health hazards--a commitment
which you are expected to make prior to the actual visit and carry out in a
timely manner.”

XL Safety Systems will help you with that process and help you maintain those goals. We will
document and make it part of your plan. Having our services will ensure that your interests and
continued after the fact as we will integrate OSHA’s assistance into your plan. Having assisted
documentation of OSHA consultation will define your responsible approach and can lower
insurance modification rates.

E-MOD Rates, insurance administration, and employee maintenance and replacement:
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For full details, please consult the PDF pamphlet linked from Montana Ste Fund.
https://www.montanastatefund.com/web/about/docs/WorkersCompensationBasics.pdf

>>>>>An RTW is a return to work program.
Sample Cost Analysis – staffing position with and without RTW
With an RTW program:
Regular wages paid to worker ($15.00/hr. $600/wk. for 6 months) $15,600
Total costs $15,600
Without an RTW program:
Wages paid to replacement worker $15,600
Hiring/training costs $ 2,500
Future insurance premiums ** $20,800
Total costs $38,900
**On average, the employer pays at least two dollars for each dollar spent on indemnity
costs in future insurance premiums. This is reflected in the experience modification
factor. In this case, indemnity costs would be 2/3 of $15,600 or about $10,400. Thus,
future premiums could be expected to increase at least $20,800.

Montana State Law: State Compensation Insurance Fund (2.55.311)
http://www.mtrules.org/gateway/RuleNo.asp?RN=2%2E55%2E311
Legal and substantive costs:
https://www.osha.gov/dcsp/products/topics/businesscase/costs.html

Can a small business survive if it suffers losses such as these?

https://injuryfacts.nsc.org/work/costs/work-injury-costs/
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About the Author:
Jacques Boulet is presently a student of the Bachelor of Sciences program at Montana
Tech. He has successfully managed a 3.96 gpa honored by multiple achievement
scholarships. He is specializing in Occupational Safety and Health. His goal is to
manage secure efficient safety systems for dedicated management organizations.
Jacques is prospecting secure employment in Canada, the United States and abroad.
He is single, and as a Canadian, permanent resident of the United States he travels
freely without process. His main field experience as a specialized journeyman
international red seal plumber, gas fitter, and steam apprentice is as follows:
Journeyman status, Plumber International Red Seal, gas II
- UA, United Association, local 488, Edmonton Alberta Canada, retired, union
construction in commercial, industrial plumbing, pipefitting, steam and gas
fitting assembly and manufacture.
Experience in active safety on jobsites over 10000 labor count
- commercial, industrial, residential, construction and service
- assigned assistant job steward, foreman rans crews and logistics, architectural
drawings
- many safety orientations, site and industry training certifications, awards for
site safety
- defined safe working conditions for JBZTOOLZ (*), 7 years no recordables,
daily JSA
Welding crews with high steel applications, high angle cage work, man lifts to over
300 feet
- Industrial fabrication groundwork and underground
- calculated complicated oblique fittings, large bore to 72 inches to fine work in
3/8 tube bending to precision angles, instrumentation, sizes / types of materials,
- Climbing to over 400 feet, underground applications
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Fall arrest trained, confined space entry, SCBA, H2S alive trained
Commercial constructions and servicing, high rises, West Edmonton Mall,
universities and hospitals etc.
- Experienced in fire protection systems and residential service applications
Crane Rigger certified: UA, local 488, lifts calculations, complex in-rack placements.
Montana trade number retired
Emergency Medical Responder certified
ACSA – Alberta Construction Safety Association certified National Construction
Safety Officer with auditor training. I am seeking the reinstatement of insured auditor
when I return to Canada in the Spring.
(*)JBZTOOLZ a division of Gold Mountain Home Analysis LLC. While in
Montana his entrepreneurial speculations and company web designs continue to
deliver monthly calls for sales and services more than three and a half years after they
were dismounted from the server. He continues to advise and assist all customers on a
free consultation basis while enjoying his education sabbatical.
Jacques Boulet’s entrepreneurial spirit engages all systems with friendly service and
honest interpretation. He has survived substantial duress physically, yet he is defined
by his will to help and assist others. Jacques is a rousing blues harmonica enthusiast
and entertains and praises in his style. He is committed to community and church.
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Jacques F. Boulet
Professional Entrepreneur Consultant Student, future manager XL Safety Services
1007 Lexington, Butte, Montana 59701 USA
PHONE 406 560 6824

JBZTOOLZ@outlook.com

SKYPE: wolfzone77

EDUCATION: SENIOR, BS OSH, MONTANA TECH CURRENT GPA 3.96 (GRAD SPRING 2020),




Education and Sciences: University of Montana Western, Sophomore, Bachelor Sciences
and Secondary Education, Minor Social Science, Sophomore, Dillon Montana, transfer
MTech
o (2016, 2017 Dean’s list all semesters)
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology – Trades certifications
o (1995 – 1999 / 2000 completion) Building Trades Journeyman: Plumbing,
Pipefitting, residential, commercial, industrial applications, International Red-Seal
plumbing, Northern Alberta Institute of Technology, certified in Montana before new
interests.

CERTIFICATIONS












2018 - NSC Emergency Medical Responder: #303533 - MT Tech
2017 – Microsoft Office - Univ of MT Western
2013 – Hazwoper, OSHA 1910.120 Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response,
o Certificate #H122013-05
2012 – 2014 MT State Agriculture, Pesticide applicator, #103994 – 12, 34, 37 dual endorsements,
Ornamental and Turf Pest, Right of Way - Range and Pasture
2005/8 – PITS H2S Alive, HAL12374737/ 79394-488107
2005 – Fall protection certified, UA local 488
2003 – ACSA, CSO Construction Safety Officer, Auditor, Train the Trainer #452513
2001 - Apprentice Gasfitter 1st class, Steam fitter #263713
2000 – Crane and hoist Rigger, UA local 488 - certified CSTS, WHMIS, Loss Management
1999 – Tradesman - Gasfitter, Plumber with international credit, red-seal. #263713
1983 – High School Matriculated diploma, Honors

EXPERIENCE






“Gold Mountain Home Analysis LLC” / (JBZTOOLZ)” – MT 2014/17 independent contractor
o Insured, local contracting, management, consulting, pesticide applications, home and
landscape renovation, property management and inspections, energy efficiency
o Managed from 2008 until I began university training 3 years ago, maintain business as
consultant and volunteer public services. (I.e.: church, charity, seniors, etc.)
Business Management: Design and administration of logistical and safety systems,
o Documentation: Job Site Analysis document (JSA) integral to a detailed, “Integrated Pest
Management Plan” (IPMP) and safety program, please ask to see documentation...
o Seven years Montana operations - maintained staff on residential landscaping constructions
and in-home renovations without time loss incident. Applications in all terrains, commercial,
public, and residential. Workers compensation management.
o Web design: Created company webpage with substantial residual effectiveness, continued
regular calls for business while unpublished.
Journeyman status, International Red Seal
o Alberta certified plumber gasfitter, Montana trade number retired: union construction in
commercial, industrial; residential plumbing, pipefitting, steam and gas fitting assembly and
welding crews
o High steel applications, high angle cage work
o Industrial fabrication groundwork
 calculated complicated oblique fittings, large bore and also fine work in 3/8 tube
bending to precision angles, all sizes / types of materials,
o Climbing to over 400 feet, fall arrest trained, confined space entry, SCBA, H2S alive trained,
o Crane Rigger certified: UA, local 488, lifts calculations, complex in-rack placements.
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EXPERIENCE CONTINUED


Safety Applications:
o
o



Sales, public relations: (1986/ present)
o
o
o
o



ACSA: Alberta Construction Safety Association, “CSO” / Auditor, 2003
UA, United Association, local 488, Edmonton Alberta Canada, Experience in safety on
jobsites over 10000 labor count, commercial, industrial, residential
 elected assistant job steward
 applied site and industry training certifications
Principle managing member, estimator, sales for Gold Mountain Home Analysis LLC
Office sales for large window manufacturing companies, Quebec, Alberta province,
Managed multi-million-dollar accounts in English and French Quebec and Ontario.
Renovation sales specialist selling home renovations for Edmonton, AB local manufacturers,
showing record gross sales and high customer satisfaction yielding referred sales

Landscaping / Horticulture: (1985/1990) – “Les Pelouse Boulet”, Quebec, Canada, and
JBZTOOLZ



Painting / Coating applicator apprenticeship: (1984-87)
o

Industrial, commercial, and residential painting experience. Climbing and chemical.

PERSONAL SKILLS




Model quality and safety in all environments and enjoy all logistical challenges.
Diplomatic, bilingual, culturally accepting, socially amenable, funny, entertaining.
Skills-based management, organized, hardworking, dedicated, program and group oriented.

PERSONAL GOALS



To continue to seek means to serve community toward better safer communities.
To be positive, outgoing, friendly, willing to help and assist others.

PERSONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS

 Chancellors list consecutive awards: MT Tech; 2017/2018






Scholarships for academic achievement. GPA standing 4.0
o Most recent “Academic Excellence” Brent E. Lee OSH departmental scholarship 3500.00
o Dennis and Phyllis Washington $2500.00
o State of Montana, State Fund Scholarship $1500.00/ 2018, $3000.00/ 2019 2nd year
running
o Resident transfer students, academic excellence at University of Montana Western. Dean’s
list 2016-2017.
o MT TECH Chancellor’s list 2017, 2018, Dean’s list 2019
o High School excellence: Music, and a Rutherford Grant for Academic achievement
SAFETY: Awarded safety awards on various sites for exceptional safety acts.
Published many Op-Ed’s in many media publications
Writing foundations of new entrepreneurial goals: XL Safety Services, independent consulting service

 Permanent Resident USA since 2007, Canadian citizen, travelling journeyman and consultant
 Music Minister: voice and blues harmonica’s, Catholic music services.
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Montana suffers greatly due to certain safety paradigm’s that propose very distinct and difficult
problems in safety. XL Safety Systems hopes that this new branding approach that imports Mr.
Boulet’s defining history, his present education, and his dedication to Montana will provide viable
local solutions to assist in redefining a brighter, safer more profitable future.
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A partial solution to the photo question…???
PPE:
-

no boots,
no gloves,
no hard hat,
no eye protection,
no shin or other guards,
no face shield,
no respiratory protection
improper clothing for the task

Environmental:
-

dusts, fines, aerosols, fumes
heat, exposure
terrain, traffic
absent controls

Ergonomics:
-

body position
back injuries
potential for catastrophic injury
trip, slip, falls

Management failure:
- Training???
Employee failure is management failure, just failing is citable for overall negligence.
Negligence:
Criminal negligence may be attributable to extreme costly litigations and…

Family, Friends, a child’s loss of a parent…
What are the total losses ???
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